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Nantucket Planning Board DRAFT Minutes
Remote Participation via Zoom Webinar
January 31, 2022
Board Members: John Trudel, III (Chair), David Iverson (Vice-Chair), Nat Lowell,
Barry Rector, and Frederick “Fritz” McClure
Alternates: Stephen Welch, Campbell Sutton, David Callahan
Staff: Andrew Vorce (Planning Director), Leslie Snell (Deputy Director of Planning),
Meg Trudel (Land Use Planner) and Catherine Ancero (Administrative Specialist)
To view a recording of the meeting use link below:
https://youtu.be/yupt8g7eszc

I. Call to order:
Chair Trudel called the meeting to order at 4:04PM.
Chair Trudel read a prepared statement in accordance with Governor Baker’s March 21, 2020
order regarding open meeting law, which outlines how the meeting is conducted via remote
participation and states the ground rules for any discussion.
Roll call of those participating:
Board members:
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Alternates:
David Callahan Aye
Campbell Sutton Aye
Stephen Welch Aye
Staff:
Leslie Snell Aye
Meg Trudel Aye
Catherine Ancero Aye
II. Approval of the agenda:
Mr. Rector moved to approve the agenda. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. McClure and
the motion was carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye

III. Public Hearings – Warrant Articles:
• #54 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to add the use “Hot Tub/Spa” into Section 7A (Use Chart)
as a prohibited use in the Residential Old Historic (ROH), Sconset Old Historic (SOH), and
Commercial Industrial (CI) districts, as a use allowed by special permit in the Village
Residential (VR) and Moorlands Management District (MMD) districts, and as an accessory
use in all other zoning districts. (Citizen Sponsored Article - A. Dewez)
• #55 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to amend the definition of “Hot Tub/Spa” in Section 2A
(definitions) to reduce the allowable surface area from 150 square feet to 64 square feet and to
limit the gallonage to not exceed 1,000 gallons and to amend the definition of “Swimming
Pool- Residential” to reduce the minimum surface area from 150 feet to 64 feet. (Citizen
Sponsored Article - A. Dewez)
Representing: Anne Dewez, the proponent.
Discussion: Article 54 is to add the use of hot tub spa into section 7A. Ms. Dewez stated
that she can’t really talk about one of these articles without talking about the other because
they are inextricably linked. The first article is a ban on water features hot tub spas in the old
historic district and the second article is a change in the criteria that is define a hot tub or a
spa. Reason there are two is because there were problems in the zoning involved in hot tubs
and spas in the old historic district. What caused this interest was the Mueller subdivision and
it included a water feature which she was surprised. Ms. Dewez asked around and learned
quickly that pools are not allowed in the old historic district however spas and hot tubs are if
they were less than 150 square feet or less than a thousand gallons. Ms. Dewez and a few
group of neighbors spent a lot of time with the HDC talking about spas. Many of the issues
with spa is that it is a very densely populated old historic district, are really zoning issues and
repeatedly HDC Chair Ray Paul would say “Oh God we’re back again these are zoning issues
which is not our per view and we can’t do anything about zoning issues”. Ms. Dewez
investigated the size that would be reasonable for the kind of therapeutic use that most people
like to have is hot tubs and spas. She investigated the zoning and looked at the definition that
had been approved at a Special Town Meeting and a technical amendment in 2017 that
defined a hot tub spa, it included a surface area criteria but not any kind of volume criteria. Ms.
Dewez crafted a warrant article that would shrink the spa and reinstitute a volume restriction.
Ms. Dewez talked to several groups such as the Town Association, the Nantucket Historical
District Commission, and Nash the Preservation Trust and all suggested to see a ban in the
Old Historic Districts. Ms. Dewez went back to the drawing board and came up with two
articles, one is to propose a ban and if that doesn’t work still want to have a tighter restriction
in the old historic districts on what people can install as water features. Ms. Dewez
questioned the procedural question if operating on Bob’s Rules where everything goes through
you or if someone has a question if she can answer it directly. Chair Trudel stated that he
would rather have it go through the Chair especially in issues that may be a bit controversial so
no direct comment between participants. Mrs. Snell confirmed that the Chair is opening the
public hearing for both Articles 54 and 55. Chair Trudel stated yes. Mr. Lowell stated that
last year passed same criteria that is currently allowed in ROH, R-1 and R-5 lots under 7500
square feet. Mrs. Snell stated that in SOH and ROH, swimming pools as they’re defined in
the bylaw are prohibited but in R-1 and R-5L those districts there’s a
minimum lot size and setback for pools not prohibited, they have an extra set of criteria to
meet. Linda Williams stated that she has a lot of clients who put them in for various reasons
and what bothers her about this whole argument is the liberal use of the word reasonable, who
are these people who decided what is reasonable what is not reasonable, that is not a criteria.
Ms. Williams stated that we have no right to do stuff without asking the people that are most
directly affected who pay 70 to 80 of our tax base and for somebody to sit around here and say
what’s reasonable. The word is so subjective and so interpreted so many ways by so many
different people. It’s wrong for the Planning Board to endorse this type of thing without a
zoning wide survey on the people who most affected by it which are all mostly off island tax
payers. Ms. Dewez stated that there is a survey ready to go to the entire list of addresses in
the Old Historic Districts both of Nantucket and Sconset. Joan Taylor at 16 Mill Street, is

concern in supporting the warrants that it’s a slippery slope for HDC due to the development
surrounding her area and put in a terrible position by the lack of clarity between a pool and a
spa. There has been a loop hole found and the plans that Ms. Taylor have submitted before
the HDC have become difficult or contentious due to zoning issues. Ms. Taylor believes that
it’s up to the zoning to support so it removes HDC from this difficult position. Chair Trudel
stated that this is the process for zoning. We as the Planning Board can give a positive or
negative or take no action and it would go before the Town for a vote. Jane Schnitzer
residing upper Main stated that it’s not the visibility but the noise for many of the neighbors,
the appeal of children’s laughter if you will. Linda Williams stated that we are going to outlaw
kids noise, didn’t realize that was where we were headed and I’m taking great umbrage to that
kind of argument because kids are fun they love being here they have a right to make noise
and play just as much as all those kids that were in the pony field at thanksgiving playing tag
football. Ms. Williams stated that none of the off-island people were contacted in the R-1s
and R-5s. There was no survey for those people and this is not the way we conduct business
here and not the way the Planning Board has ever done business. The survey that would affect
an entire zoning district was never done for this. Ron Winters stated that he is a neighbor that
abuts a pool and a builder on the island feels that there really isn’t a concern because someone
that wants a pool won’t buy an in-town house however is opposed to music equipment. When
putting an air condition, he made sure to put in a geothermal well because he didn’t want to
have his air conditioning units disturb his neighbors. Part of the charm of the Old Historic
District is that it is old school Nantucket and it should remain that way. Stephen Welch stated
that trying to build consistency and determinations that would be helpful to get a clear
direction and changing the definition. Henry Mueller questioned what was permissible within
the Historic District in terms of water feature which to him is an issue. A plan that can get a
final determination and what Anne Dewez has proposed would be his request and
recommendation. Mrs. Snell stated that before closing the public hearing that the proponent
of the article did mention that although a survey had not been completed yet but it had been
drafted that they were working with the Town Association so if you want to see the results of
that you may want to continue the public hearing until later in the month. Ms. Dewez stated
that the survey has been created and not sure where it stands at this point. Mrs. Snell stated
that the last chance to make a recommendation on our schedule before the final warrant is
printed is February 24th. Mr. Rector stated that he had a few questions. He asked if received
any information in terms of number of police reports that would identify nuisance complaints
regarding this issue in these districts. Ms. Dewez stated no. Feels that this is not about noise
however a lot of nuisance that are associated with pools, light pollution, environmental
pollution because people don’t dispose of their water properly and the equipment. Mr. Rector
asked if there was any thought about provisions being made for this as Special Permit for
either medical or therapeutic uses that may need to be addressed in the process. Ms. Dewez
stated that not necessarily opposed to a Special Permit however it would be a burden on the
Planning Board. If the ban fails and people vote to put a maximum and volume restriction,
why need a Special Permit. Mr. Rector is perplexed that this seems to be such an onerous
issue for the HDC, Town Association but what fails me now is there’s no representation from
these individuals. Curious to know where these great burdens are coming from and what they
are specifically dealing with. Asked if this has been vetted or brought forward through staff in
terms of what type of questions that are being looked at, where the survey is going out to and
that’s where I think working with
staff who will tend to usually make these kinds of things a fair and equitable process seems to
work well. Ms. Dewez stated that whatever happens whether there’s a ban or whether there’s
a redefinition of what’s allowed in the Old Historic District has no impact whatsoever on
other districts so unclear about why talking about other districts. Mrs. Snell, Mrs. Trudel
and Mr. Vorce have not had any discussion with Henry Terry about the survey. Ms. Sutton
stated that she wanted to clarify that Ms. Dewez volunteered to help separate out ROH and
SOH from the lists that may include R-1. Did read a letter from Holly Backus’s group and they
were in support of a ban in the ROH and the SOH fir reasons that noise was not one of them.

Mrs. Snell stated that Article 55 absolutely does affect other zoning districts because it
changes the definition of hot tub and spa and that’s not specific to ROH and SOH. Ms.
Dewez stated that the survey is constructed as a survey monkey, electronic survey which has a
quick turnaround time and will follow up. Mr. McClure stated that there is a letter from Holly
Backus in the packet supporting Articles 54 and 55. Mr. Lowell stated that he understands the
confusion. The Board can’t fix the HDC perview but can fix what they must deal with also
want to solve the complaining. The Board will need to decide on size and depth. Mr. Rector
asked if there is a sense on the Board to give near deadline to see if they can get us any further
with this, willing to take it to that level.
Chair Trudel stated that he doesn’t want to speak for the entire Board however confident
that they will not get any more information in a timely manner.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. McClure and the motion carried 4-1 (Mr. Rector opposed).
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Nay
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Mrs. Snell confirming that the motion to close the public hearing was for both Articles. Chair
Trudel stated yes.
Article 54 the merit:
Motion/Vote for Article 54: Mr. Lowell moved to take no action. The motion was duly
seconded by. The motion was not seconded.
Chair Trudel entertain another motion.
Motion/Vote for Article 54: Vice-Chair Iverson made a motion to take no action. The
motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried
4-1 (Mr. McClure opposed)
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Nay
Chair Trudel Aye
Article 55 the merit:
Motion/Vote for Article 55: Mr. McClure made a motion to give a positive recommendation.
The motion was duly seconded by. The motion was not
seconded.
Chair Trudel entertain another motion.
Motion/Vote for Article 55: Mr. Lowell made a motion to take no action. The motion was
duly seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried 41 (Mr. McClure opposed)
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye

Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Nay
Chair Trudel Aye
Ms. Dewez thanked the Board for their time.
• #44 Zoning Map Amendment to place various properties on Red Mill Lane, Old Farm
Road, Old Mill Court, Mill Hill Lane, and Vesper Lane currently located in the Residential-1
(R-1) district in the Residential-5 Limited (R-5L) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell stated that R-1 was identified in the 2009 Master Plan to be phased out. These
properties are proposing to put into R-5 zoning district. This would keep the uses consistent
with what’s allowed in R-1 and it would allow a little extra ground cover. Staff recommends
supporting this article. Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public. Ms. Williams stated
that all the lots have been sold, there are houses going up on the remainder all but one or two
at the bottom of Red Mill.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation. The motion was duly
seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #45 Zoning Map Amendment to place properties at 114/112/103 Washington Street
currently located in the Residential Commercial (RC) district in the Commercial
Neighborhood (CN) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell stated that the 2020 maybe 2021 Annual Town meeting there were a few properties
surrounding this were rezoned from RC to CN. These property owners had requested to
temporarily be removed which the Board did. Staff did hear from 103 Washington, Sayles
Seafood that the property has a project underway, they don’t quite have it permitted yet and
they would like to be removed from this article this year with the understanding that they
would go into CN district next year. Staff supports the removal for now. Staff recommends a
positive recommendation for this article with the removal of 103 Washington Street and we’ll
clean that up at a future Town Meeting. Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public. No
public comment was made. Chair Trudel entertain a motion to close the public hearing.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye

Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation with the removal of
103 Washington Street. The motion was duly seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion
carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #46 Zoning Map Amendment to place properties at 20/22/24/26/28 Bartlett Farm Road
and 4 Moxies Way currently located in the Residential Commercial-2 (RC-2) district and
properties at 3 & 6 Mioxes Way currently located in the Residential Commercial-2 (RC-2) and
Limited Use General-2 (LUG-2) districts in either Residential 5 Limited (R-5L), Residential 5
(R-5), Residential 10 (R-10), or Residential 10 Limited (R-10L). (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell stated that the properties that are included in this are currently in the RC-2 zoning
district. In the process of phasing out. Several of the properties are split between RC-2 and
LUG-2, rezoning these properties would correct two things. It would help to phase out the
RC-2 and it would correct the split lot zoning. Spoke to a couple property owners directly and
all received the mailing that was sent out and they’re in favor of being placed in an entirely
Residential district. R-5L is the preferred district, it would remove the duplex option and it
would keep all the properties conforming. Ms. Sutton stated that she would be in favor of the
R-10L to keep lots a bit larger since this is farm land around here and conservation land
behind it. Chair Trudel stated that by going to R-5 would not be able to do pool due to the
minimum square footage and if R-10 you still can do a pool. Chair Trudel opened the floor to
the public. No public comment was made. Chair Trudel entertain to close the public hearing.
Motion/Vote: Mr. McClure moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly
seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. McClure moved to give a positive recommendation for all lots to go to
R-5L. The motion was duly seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried
unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair Trudel Aye

• #47 Zoning Map Amendment to place various properties on Clara Drive, Raceway Drive,
and Somerset Road currently located in the Residential Commercial 2 (RC-2) district in either
the Residential 5 Limited (R-5L), Residential 10 (R-10) or Commercial Trade Entrepreneurship
and Craft (CTEC) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell gave brief proposal of the zoning map amendment. The properties on the west
side that are RC-2 go into R-5L, no duplexes and secondary dwellings by Special Permit. This
would likely restrict pools due to the size of the lot. Staff also recommends that the property
closest to Hatch Circle go into R-10, which would be consistent with the development of
those lots. Ms. Sutton stated that she would prefer CTEC in this area. Chair Trudel opened
the floor to the public. Linda Williams stated that not all lots are residential lots and expressed
concern with the three lots to make sure that they are not on the map. Mrs. Snell stated that
the lots that Ms. Williams is referring to are not included in the warrant. Chair Trudel entertain
a motion to close the public hearing.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation and clarifying that 3
Raceway Drive, 1 Clara and 1A Clara go into R-5L zoning district and that 6 Raceway Drive
go into CTEC zoning district. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion
carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #48 Zoning Map Amendment to place properties at 26 Bartlett Road and 1 Perry Lane
currently located in the Residential Commercial 2 (RC-2) district in the Commercial Trade
Entrepreneurship and Craft (CTEC) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell stated that this is a cleanup from prior years when the property owners had
requested to be removed from the article to give them time to implement their permits, that
now has been completed so staff recommend that the Board move forward with putting 26
Bartlett Road and 1 Perry Lane in the CTEC zoning district along with the properties that are
already in CTEC abutting them. Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public. No comments
were made. Chair Trudel entertain a motion.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye

Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation. The motion was duly
seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #49 Zoning Map Amendment to place properties as 12, 14, and 19 Nobadeer Farm Road
and 1/1A/3 Sun Island Road currently located in the Residential Commercial 2 (RC-2) district
in the Commercial Neighborhood (CN) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Brief discussion of the proposal. Chair Trudel asked for clarification on the draft article that
it should read Nobadeer Farm Road. Mrs. Snell stated yes it should say Nobadeer Farm Road.
Mrs. Snell stated that the properties that are included are isolated pocket in RC-2 that’s left
along Nobadeer Farm Road. They are all used commercially or subject to Special Permits.
Staff suggesting that they all go from RC-2 to CN. This will continue to preserve a commercial
node in this area which is part of the Master Plan. Staff recommends supporting the way the
warrant is written. Chair Trudel stated that for clarification he used to own 3A Sun Island
and that its subdivided into 3 and 3A and that in the description its listing as 3 Sun Island but
it’s really divided down the middle. Chair Trudel wanted to make sure for the article that the
sponsor has the right addresses in it are inclusive of the 3A or that its removed from it. Mrs.
Snell stated that whatever is shown in the pink that’s still RC-2, if we need to correct the
parcel listing as part of a motion we can do that. Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public.
No comments were made. Chair Trudel entertain to close the public hearing.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation with the corrections
that was just discussed. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried
unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #50 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to amend the definition of “Tertiary Dwelling” in Section
2A to increase the allowable gross floor area from 650 square feet to 900 square feet. (Planning
Board Sponsored)
Chair Trudel stated that in the past meetings this has been something that’s come up and
reluctantly we’ve had to give a negative endorsement from things because of the tertiary

exceeding the 650 square feet whether it be by a few feet or whether it by a hundred feet and
I’ve stated often that I mean quality of life is important and I’m in favor of an increase but
because of procedure I had always been opposed to it so if this number square footage
represents what the Board would like to see I think it makes it easier and I would continue to
vote for future decisions that come before us with that 900 feet and I think by raising it if
somebody before the Board with a 950 square feet I would still take the same position that I
have in the past when we’ve exceeded the 650 if that’s all clear. Mrs. Snell stated that this is a
zoning bylaw amendment to amend the definition of tertiary dwelling and to change the
maximum gross floor area that’s currently 650 square feet to 900 square feet and the way it’s
drafted that would apply to any type of tertiary dwelling. Mr. Lowell stated that this is the right
way to go and it cleans up. Vice-Chair Iverson stated that this came about from the
Affordable Housing Trust. Spoke with Andrew and wanted to come up with ideas to help
provide more bedrooms and it’s important to realize that an additional 900 square feet means
another bedroom and another bedroom in a tertiary dwelling means more housing. Ms.
Sutton stated that she was personally shocked to see 900 square feet. Not in favor of this size
unless it’s specific to some lots. Appropriate in areas that are in the R-20, R-40 and the LUGs.
Finds that 900 square feet is quite large for a tertiary dwelling. Chair Trudel stated for
clarification the 900 square feet living area not gross square footage on a lot. Mrs. Snell
pointed out Ms. Sutton’s concerns about the R-5 and the R-10 in the R-5, R-10 and the R-20
there’s a maximum bedroom count for the whole property so you may be able to fit an extra
bedroom into the tertiary doesn’t mean you can increase the total number of bedrooms for the
lot. Stephen Welch stated that it is an important point. Mr. Welch would like to make an
argument to increase this to a thousand square feet minimum. Feels that it’s not fair for the
Planning Board in a community that is looking and stressing under affordable or year-round
housing under pressures that this community is suffering this type of dwelling unit represents
one of the few starter family type dwelling units or housing opportunities. Other things to
keep in mind is the number of parking space or the number of bedrooms. 900 is in the right
direction however starting at thousand square foot is a better start. Mrs. Snell stated that
anything over 900 square feet is outside the scope of the article. The Board can reduce
however cannot increase it. Linda Williams stated that she supports everything that Mr.
Welch said. Supports this whole heartedly. Chair Trudel entertain a motion to close the
public hearing.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. Rector and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to give a positive recommendation with the corrections
that was just discussed. The motion was duly seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion
carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Chair Trudel would like to move Article #51 towards the end and move forward with
Article #53.

• #53 Zoning Bylaw and Map Amendments to make changes to the definitions in Section
2A of “Accessory Dwelling” to increase the maximum size from 550 square feet to 800 square
feet, “Apartment” to clarify where apartments may be located on a commercial property,
“Take-Out Food Establishment” to include food trucks, and “Tent” to allow extensions of
allowed time periods by special permit; to add a special permit allowance in Section 16D to
waive compliance with the “regularity factor” required for lots; to amend Section 20.1B(2)(h)
to include tertiary dwellings and garage apartments and to remove the reference to the Rules
and Regulations Governing the Subdivision of Land; to place portions of properties located on
Beach Grass Road and Old South Road currently located in the Commercial Neighborhood
(CN) district in the Residential 5 (R5) district; and to place a portion of property located on
Beach Grass Road currently located in the Residential 5 (R-5) district in the Commercial
Neighborhood (CN) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell did an overview of definition changes. Chair opened the floor to the public. Emily
Molden for the Nantucket Land Council clarification on the number two about tertiary
dwelling requirements on secondary lots that the Special Permit allowances cold waive the
requirement for one of the dwellings to be essentially a tertiary dwelling. It doesn’t change the
amount of ground cover on the lot but would essentially end up with a primary dwelling and
then two secondary dwellings if one’s not required to meet the tertiary dwelling definition.
Mrs. Snell stated that the way the Bylaw is written now when you do the secondary lot you
have to keep the original primary on one lot and then another dwelling unit can be located on
the covenant lot and the market rate lot is only allowed to have a secondary dwelling subject to
tertiary standards. The current language doesn’t allow to keep your primary dwelling and
secondary dwelling on the same lot unless that secondary dwelling meets the definition of
tertiary. Mrs. Snell suggested that the Board either continue this for more discussion due to a
lot of concerns with item three and send her some ideas about what to include that’s beyond
what she drafted and she will see if it’s substantive and beyond the scope or not or that the
Board vote to take number three and give it a lot more thought and add it in another year.
Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public. Linda Williams stated that the regularity factor
has nothing to do with lot size Mrs. Snell stated that it deals with the shape of the lot. Mrs.
Snell stated that the Board can make a motion to recommend the article and to strike item
number three and your motion would show all of item three and strikeout. Emily Molden
from Nantucket Land Council will hold any comments until the next meeting.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector motion to continue this discussion to the February 7th meeting.
The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #56 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to amend the definition of “Swimming Pool – Residential)
in Section 2A to eliminate the minimum lot size and setback requirements for a swimming
pool in the Residential 1 (R-1), Sconset Residential 1 (SR-1), Residential 5 (R-5), and
Residential 5 Limited (R-5L) and to reflect those same changes in the “Use Chart” in Section
7A. (Citizen Sponsored Article - L. Williams)
• #57 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to amend the definition of “Swimming Pool – Residential)
in Section 2A to reduce the minimum lot size requirement for a swimming pool in the
Residential 1 (R-1), Sconset Residential 1 (SR-1), Residential 5 (R-5), and Residential 5 Limited
(R-5L) from 7,500 square feet to 6,000 square feet and to reflect that same changes in the “Use
Chart” in Section 7A. (Citizen Sponsored Article – L. Williams)

Linda Williams stated that the article was unfair for 150 people to vote on this last year, a lot
of people left before this came up. Article proposed by someone who does not live in any of
these districts without ever speaking to any of the residents affected by the amendment. The
Planning Board usually notifies the people who are affected. No one was notified and
informed of this. These people were not aware of it and they don’t have representation. The
Planning Board tradition and habit and practice has been to notify everybody in those zones
that are affected and that did not happen. Ms. Williams would like to rescind and do the
process correctly. Chair Trudel questioned if there was a survey done for this zoning. Ms.
Sutton questioned if Linda is representing the non-voting property owners in these areas as
her client.
Ms. Williams stated that she is not representing a specific client. Vice-Chair Iverson stated that
the property owners had every opportunity and plenty of time for them to figure out if they
were truly interested in protecting their property rights. Mr. Rector suggested that they get the
Conservation Commission, Historical Commission and Historic District Commission and
Planning Board together and solve problem areas and see if there are some levels of solution.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to take no action on Article 57. The motion was duly
seconded by Mr. McClure and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #59 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to allow storage containers as a use allowed by Special
Permit in the Commercial Mid Island (CMI) district. (Citizen Sponsored Article – L. Williams)
Linda Williams gave a summary of the proposal. CMI left out. Mrs. Snell stated that the
Planning Board position is that the CMI is totally different from the CN and the CTEC and
the CI.The mid-island have different type of uses, they have restaurants and apartments with
small lots. Commercial shed is more appropriate for CMI than the storage container. Chair
Trudel opened the floor to the public.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. McClure and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye

Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation. The motion was duly
seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried 2-3 (Mr. McClure, Vice-Chair Iverson and
Chair Trudel opposed).
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Nay
Vice- Chair Iverson Nay
Chair Trudel Nay
The motion does not pass.
Ms. Williams requested that the Board take no action.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to take no action. The motion was duly seconded by Mr.
Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
• #51 Zoning Bylaw Amendment to amend Section 2A by adding a new definition for
“Tertiary Lot” and Section 8 “Development Options” by adding a new subsection for tertiary
residential lots to be allowed by special permit in certain zoning districts for the purpose of
creating additional housing opportunities for households earning at or below 150% of the
Nantucket County median household income. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Mrs. Snell stated that Article 51 is a zoning bylaw amendment to add a new option to create a
covenant lot and it’s called the tertiary lot, so the concept is like secondary lot. This would
allow you to divide one lot into three one lot. One lot would be market rate and the other two
lots would be subject to the covenant and just like with the secondary program if it doesn’t
have an increase in ground cover or a decrease in setback the density of the lot stays the same
on your original lot. The intent is to provide another option for income restricted covenant
lots to be created. Vice-Chair Iverson stated that he supports this article. Not adding ground
cover, everything stays the same and urge the Board to give a positive recommendation. Mr.
Welch stated that this should be expanded to any zone where tertiary dwelling is allowed.
Chair Trudel is in support of this article. Ms. Sutton stated that this is great for these districts.
Mr. Welch stated that there are a few elderly residents on Nantucket who would prefer to live
in a small structure which will allow them to qualify under the housing needs program. Chair
Trudel opened the floor to the public. Emily Molden for the Nantucket Land Council had a
technical question about the tertiary definition referencing Section 139-C instead of 8d. Mrs.
Trudel stated that 8C is the existing bylaw to create the Secondary residential lots and 8D is
Workforce housing. Mrs. Snell stated that it is a typo and that it should be 8D as the reference
because the item number two it’s basically creating a new subsection d and then re-lettering
everything after that. Will make those amendments. Linda Williams finds this as an interesting
idea and that there are some actual logistical realities. Ms. Williams mentions the lots that are
on septic if sufficient for the number of bedrooms allowed. Chair Trudel entertain to close the
public hearing.
Motion/Vote: Vice-Chair Iverson moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly
seconded by Mr. McClure and the motion carried unanimously.

Vote taken by Roll Call:
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to give a positive recommendation. The motion was duly
seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Vice- Chair Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
IV. Other Business:
• Chair Trudel acknowledge the passing of John O’Connor who owned and operated the
Atlantic Café and asked to keep John and his family in their prayers.
• Special Planning Board meeting (Warrant Articles) Monday, February 7, 2022 @
4:00PM via Zoom
• Regular Planning Board meeting Monday, February 14, 2022 @ 4:00PM via Zoom
V. Adjournment:
Mr. Rector moved to adjourn the at 8:33PM. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and
the motion was carried unanimously 5-0
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice-Chair Iverson
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel
Submitted by:
Catherine Ancero

Nantucket Planning Board DRAFT Minutes
Remote Participation via Zoom Webinar
February 7, 2022 @ 4:00 PM.
Board Members: John Trudel, III (Chair), David Iverson (Vice-Chair), Nat Lowell, “Fritz”
McClure and Barry Rector
Alternates: Stephen Welch and Campbell Sutton
Staff: Andrew Vorce (Planning Director), Leslie Snell (Deputy Director of Planning), Meg Trudel
(Land Use Planner) and Catherine Ancero (Administrative Specialist)
To view a recording of the meeting, use link below:
https://youtu.be/3nvvO4u7LOg

I. Call to order:
Chair Trudel called the meeting to order at 4:02PM. Read the prepared statement as to how the meeting
would be conducted via remote participation and the ground rules for any discussion and called for those
present.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Alternates:
David Callahan Aye
Stephen Welch Aye
Campbell Sutton Aye
Staff:
Meg Trudel Aye
Catherine Ancero Aye
Leslie Snell Aye
Andrew Vorce Aye
II. Approval of the agenda:
Mr. Rector moved to approve the agenda. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion was
carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
III. Planning Board Motions and Comments (if needed)
IV. Not Anticipated by the Chair within 48 H ours – Re-Endorsement of Maple Lane Subdivision Plans
Different Board due to a previous board due to Judy.
The reason being for re-endorsement of plans the Board had endorsed these already however had to make
up of a different Board and that was with our previous Chair Judith. Need to re-endorse with new members.

Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to re-endorse the Maple Lane Subdivision plans. The motion was duly
seconded by Vice-Chair Iverson and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
V. Public Hearings – Warrant Articles:
•

Article 53 - Zoning Bylaw and Map Amendments to make changes to the definitions in Section 2A of
“Accessory Dwelling” to increase the maximum size from 550 square feet to 800 square feet,
“Apartment” to clarify where apartments may be located on a commercial property, “Take-Out Food
Establishment” to include food trucks, and “Tent” to allow extensions of allowed time periods by special
permit; to add a special permit allowance in Section 16D to waive compliance with the “regularity factor”
required for lots; to amend Section 20.1B(2)(h) to include tertiary dwellings and garage apartments and to
remove the reference to the Rules and Regulations Governing the Subdivision of Land; to place portions
of properties located on Beach Grass Road and Old South Road currently located in the Commercial
Neighborhood (CN) district in the Residential 5 (R5) district; and to place a portion of property located
on Beach Grass Road currently located in the Residential 5 (R-5) district in the Commercial
Neighborhood (CN) district. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public. Emily Molden – Nothing in here that would guarantee that
the type of subdivision or lot creation or housing from Special Permit weaving the regularity formula
preventing it from being additional market rate lot housing. Mrs. Snell – clarify that the paragraph in the
article is to recommend article 53 with item #3 removed. Chair Trudel stated correct.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded by Mr.
McClure and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Vice-Chair Iverson moved to give a positive recommendation with the removal of item
#3. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Chair Trudel Aye

•

Article 52 - Zoning Bylaw Amendment to amend Section 8D to add a Special Permit allowance for
Workforce Housing Homeownership in the R-10 zoning district. (Planning Board Sponsored)

Mrs. Snell – This is for the Workforce Housing Ownership provision in the bylaw. The request came
through the Affordable Housing Trust Fund to look into adding additional districts where there is
allowed. The article proposes to add the Workforce Housing Special Permit provision to the R-10 and
changed the bonus factor from 1.33 which is in R-5 to 1.2 and R-10 and that would allow two lots.
Andrew Vorce – Leslie said two lots and the correct calculation is three. Equivalent of three lots to
qualify and that would give a bonus. Chair Trudel opened the floor to the public. Brook Mohr - As a
member of the Affordable Trust stated that to make the development of Workforce Housing particularly
under Special Permit encourage deed restricted year-round housing and with that bonus option is very
important to making the development more affordable both to private developer and to the Housing
Trust. or housing developer. Great idea. Brian Sullivan – Member of the Affordable Housing Trust
Fund echo Brooks comments.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to close the public hearing. The motion was duly seconded by Mr.
McClure and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
Motion/Vote: Mr. Rector moved to give a positive recommendation. The motion was duly seconded by
Mr. McClure and the motion carried unanimously.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Aye
Vice-Chair David Iverson Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair Trudel Aye
•

•

Article 42 - Zoning Bylaw Amendment to define “Short Term Rental”; to allow the Planning Board to
prohibit “Short Term Rentals” in “Apartment Buildings” (Section 2A) and “Workforce Housing” (Section
8D) as a condition of a Special Permit; and to clarify/exclude “Short Term Rentals” as a room rental/s
within an owner-occupied dwelling unit. (Planning Board Sponsored)
Article 43 - Zoning Bylaw Amendment to define “Short Term Rental” and to allow “Short Term
Rental” as an “Accessory Use” in all residential zoning districts, subject to criteria as specified in the
article. (Citizen Sponsored – T. Glidden)
Discussion for both Articles 42 and 43:
Chair Trudel stated that he will be recusing on the advice from the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and
Board of Ethics for a potential of conflict of interest in the future for any future comments that I would
make because being a licensed real estate professional so any comments that he makes could construed in
a different way. He will be signing off and handing over to Vice-Chair Iverson who will be acting as Chair.
All comments go through the Chair and reminding everyone and the public to be respectful and
remember they are all neighbors working for a common goal.
Acting Chair David Iverson stated that he will be opening the meeting for both Articles 42 and 43 for
public discussion.
Andrew Vorce – Joining us is Robin Stein from KP Law who assist in developing these bylaws and may
want to weigh in and assist. Article 42 was developed by Staff and it was developed in conjunction with
the non-zoning bylaw articles which are Articles 39, 40 and 41. It was intended to be adopted together but
because different in terms of who recommends them and the quantum of vote they are separate articles.
Suggested that the Planning Board could be structured to support Article 39. There are three sections to

Article 42. The first section amends definition of section 2, that prohibits short-term rentals in all or
portion of the dwelling units and in addition it also clarifies that these short-term rentals are allowed by
right as a principal use. The second section is regarding the Planning Board putting a condition for shortterm rentals in Workforce Housing projects. The last amends section 15 about accessory uses which the
intent of this is to allow a long-term practice which is the rental of rooms within a dwelling unit. There
was a discussion of the length of stay of the occupants. Article 43 that there are other factors, the Act of
2018 talks about what can be regulated by a community however what’s in that law references a Bylaw,
but it does not reference a Zoning Bylaw or a General Bylaw. It talks about inspections penalties for
violations, reasonable fees, a provision about not outstanding enforcement actions, distance of and
location of operators, regulating the class number of days should be put in the General Bylaw. Article 39
authorizes the Board of Health and the Select Board to develop their input. The Town took extra step to
create a segregated account where fees and fines can be deposited, and this does not go into the general
funds. Acting Chair Iverson asked in Article 39 what is the scope of the restrictions that Planning Board
could apply to short-term rentals. Robin Stein – When looking at regulating new uses they have both
land use component also kind of the functionality component. Try to draw the line where zoning is
regulated. The functionality component. Acting Chair Iverson stated that through Article 39 the Town the
Planning Board can restrict the amount of time can be rented or how it functions. Stephen Welch –
Disclosed for the record like John Trudel that he is a licensed real estate broker and a licensed realtor
however unlike John as currently defined as a short-term rental I am not nor has my firm been involved
with any short-term rentals in the recent past nor do we anticipate it in the recent future so I’m
comfortable to continue the discussion. Fritz McClure – Two questions for Robin. Could the Planning
Board limit under the general bylaw if the Board decided to exclude short-term rentals from certain areas
of the Town or the island can Board do that through the general bylaw. Robin Stein – Her
recommendation is that it should be done through a Zoning Bylaw because its specifically talking about
regulating land uses. Mr. McClure – Second question under the general bylaw who can offer short-term
rentals. Robin Stein – Depending on the nature of the regulation. Mr. McClure - Third question, if the
Board chose to in the general bylaw improve the restrictions how many days a year a short-term rental
could be rented. Robin Stein – It could be done through the general bylaw. Andrew Vorce – A little
confusion here. Robin explain the different methods of enforcement of the zoning bylaw and the general
bylaw. Robin Stein – If somebody is in violation for zoning the Building Commissioner can do an
enforcement action under the statue of the bylaw. The Town can do a fine process and a civil penalty for
violations. Mr. Vorce – Enforcing the bylaw through the Building Commissioner enforcement procedure
more effective, happens quicker through personal as imposed to the Building Commissioner. Mr.
McClure – Clarification what would be the procedure under the general bylaw which limits the number
of days for short term rentals. Robin Stein – The Bylaw contemplates that the Board of Health is going
to promulgate regulation. Mr. Vorce – Issue that keeps coming up whether the uses are legal or affected
as grandfathered or pre-existed non-conforming use. There can be future amendments. Campbell Sutton
– The Bylaw does not address number of homes owned by an entity in Article 42 that is going to address
more of the investment owners. Andre Vorce – It doesn’t because it is about the use of the property not
about who owns it. Acting Chair Iverson asked if the Board could create more regulation s through the
Town and not relying on the Health Department and the Select Board. Robin Stein – Planning Board can
amend if Article 39 passes as a Bylaw the Board can amend in the future. Stephen Welch- Question
about nuisance 1, 2, 3 Section 123-4 under the regulations. Acting Chairman Iverson opened the floor to
the public. Tobias Glidden (The Proponent for Article 43) – Been having conversation over the past
two years. Been a long-time housing advocate and with the support of the Planning Board I spearheaded
the effort to pass the neighborhood first program which provided 20 million dollars to invest in island
housing. He is the proponent for Article 43 that would amend Nantucket zoning bylaw to allow shortterm rentals as an accessory use in all residential districts. With year-round residents and seasonal residents
who are concerned about protecting resident’s rights to short-term rent their homes while protecting
neighborhoods from the expansion of commercial short-term rental enterprises within residential
neighborhoods. Mrs. Snell – Dwelling units that are in commercial districts would not be allowed to be
rented as a short-term rental. in commercial districts. Is that your intention. Tobias Glidden – No, the
accessory use short-term rental shall be permitted as an accessory use in all residential districts nothing to
do with commercial districts it’s only addressing residential zoning and by not addressing the other
districts it effectively prohibits them. Acting Chair Iverson opened floor to the public. Gail Nishimura

– Question about Article 43 regarding the nonresidents can get a Special Permit to rent as if it’s
determined to be an accessory use. If it follows the same definition as Article 42 where as if the owner
occupied the house or dwelling for cumulatively 90 days, then any rental after that is accessory and then
second part of the questions is how it confirmed their occupancy for the 90 days. Tobias Glidden – It is
not defined and it’s something I want to come together as a community and through the ZBA process to
give a fair handshake in my determination. Henry Sanford – Question of how to reconcile who shortterm rent can. Too complex of an issue to be casual about. Bob and Virginia Vidoni – Struggling
clarification with grandfathered or pre-existing legal uses. Edward Sanford – The definition section
should be consistent with the State definition which is less than 32 days. Kathy Baird – I have a house
out on Tom Nevers and have been short term renting it when I lost my job in 2015. Don’t live there yearround, come to Nantucket two to three months a year which is spread out. Wanted to applaud the Town
for taking a stand, taking a proactive stance on the issue and writing a potential bylaw to codify the
traditional uses and setting up a framework for regulations in the general bylaw. Melissa Philbrick – I
applaud the article about the general bylaw that sets up procedure through the Board of Health to adopt
regulations. Thinks it’s a great idea and it’s the right way to go. Feels that there needs to regulate shortterm rentals. Robin Nydes – Articles 42 and 43 debate appears to be a re-litigation of Article 90. Reading
the Planning Board packet, the Planning Board department under Andrew has done a commendable job
of trying to move on from Article 90 and to recognize the historic use of short-term rentals. Brooh Mohr
– Having a hard time understanding the intersection of the regulatory bylaw with the blanket codification
of short-term rentals. What would be allowed under that regulatory bylaw as it’s written. Bob KargmanHome at 8 Mill. Question about processing and urgency. What is the rush and why when there are so
many issues and need more data for short-term rentals. Suggest forming a committee. Steven Leinbach If Article 42 passes as written does that mean every house every residence on Nantucket is grandfathered
to be used as a short-term rental whether it’s registered with the Town or the State. Andrew Vorce – The
grandfathering must be used; the property must be in use for short term rental. The use becomes allowed
by right and there would have to be licensing process to register the short-term rental and it is a legal use,
grandfathering doesn’t come in under Article 42 unless the bylaw changed in the future. Rick Atherton –
Hopes that Article 42 gets defeated and if not the clear-cut implication for our realtor and our investor
friends is that we’re open and welcoming short-term rental and investor real estate. Will continue to have
concern on the conversion of the housing stock from year-round uses it be rental or owner occupied.
John Kitchener – Have heard on both sides the lack of data not enough data for me to form an opinion
and year-round resident and a voter. Ask the Nantucket data that would help understand the situation and
therefore be able to make a more informed decision. Andrew Vorce – The data situation is one of the
reasons behind the registration the need for the local registration. Georgia Raysman – This is a very
important issue there are critical element in the housing and the general atmosphere on Nantucket in the
last couple of years. glad finally dealing with short term rentals. Article 42 makes the entire island a
potential business area not a neighborhood. Galen Gardner – Happy to make it legal however do not like
all the restrictions. In the fog of the data that people brought up. Would like to know the data for yearround housing to short-term rentals to private residence. Would like to know how much money the Town
take per year in short-term rentals and do they keep track of it or how do they keep track of it. Can the
Town live without short-term rentals? Not sure as to how the Health Department is going to regulate and
are you going to start regulating all other businesses on Nantucket, so they can operate for 180 days a year
or is it going to regulate how many clients they can have. Would like to know how many off island or
absentee owners are there that are renting short-term rentals. Gary Beller – Chair of the Advisory
Committee for nonvoter’s tax payers. Have been following the discussions for the last year or two the
short-term rentals and we did take a position last year. They have not met on the new proposal however
parts of it are unacceptable to us. What would bother us would be the Planning Board to approve the
proposal for Article 43 which discriminates against non-voting taxpayers. It is an unfair discrimination and
that the Planning Board should not be endorsing any proposal such as Article 43, discriminating against
seasonal taxpayers. Ok with the proposal for Article 42 because it doesn’t have any discriminatory
provisions. Anne Dewez – The real issues but have not focused on is you cannot regulate a community,
you can’t make rules about a community that is many ways unique on Nantucket. Article 42 doesn’t
discriminate which leaves everything open to anybody who wants to come and make money, and these are
the kinds of owners who are destroying our little neighborhood communities. Article 43 is not perfect,
there may be ways to improve but it at least recognizes what is happening to our individual communities.

John Belash – A full time resident for 25 years and have owned a house out in Sconset for 28 years
which I maintain with the sole reason to make available for my family for their vacation and when they do
not use it for vacation I then rent it out as I can to carry the cost. I have never have yet turn a profit in 25
years and Article 43 would prohibit from renting. Tobias Glidden – The way the article is written
currently he is correct it would prohibit him from renting. The intention is that its main primary residence
and hope that he might consider renting it out to a teacher to enable your short-term rental to continue.
Chris Bevis – Owns a house and they use some of the year and rent out part of the year. They want to
outlaw corporate ownership then the article should be craft in that way. Penny Dey - One of the things
missing throughout this entire discussion is fact-based information. Deanne Atherton - Does Article 42
require a 2/3 of a vote at town meeting. Mr. Lowell – Yes. Deanna Atherton – Article 39 which is the
registration article be presented and recommended without Article 42 at this Town Meeting? can article
we do need to have the members of the Planning Board and Select Board exert leadership help sort this
through. Mr. Lowell – It would be up to Planning Board and the Finance Committee. Deann Atherton
– Would like to consider where to draw the line. This is not easy for people to understand. At the time
Chair Judith Wagner as reported in the minutes said it’s very important that the community discuss shortterm rentals and I have sat here listening to this first public hearing since 4:00 o’clock and what’s obvious
to me is that we do need to have you members of the Planning Board and the members of the Select
Board exert your leadership and bring us together to find a way forward that we can all understand.
Tobias Glidden – appreciate the debate and discussion and thanked the Board. Mr. Vorce – put on the
record does not appreciate the comment about the process. Spent a lot of time gathering information for
you all to discuss. Do not appreciate the comments that staff has done anything wrong here. Mr. Lowell
– When would these articles go into effect when passed at Town meeting. Vorce – On the date of when
they are voted after the Attorney General approves them, we can set an outside date. Have done in the
past for example with the swimming pool articles. This will give people a chance to move and wrap up
permitting.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to close the public hearing for both Articles 42 and 43. The motion
was duly seconded by Mr. Rector and the motion carried 3-1 (Mr. McClure opposed).
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Nay
Acting-Chair David Iverson Aye
Mr. Rector questioned why Mr. McClure voted no.
Mr. McClure stated that he stated his reason and don’t need to respond.
Mr. Lowell – This an unfortunate situation. We have four continuous issues going on in Nantucket.
fighting against each other.
Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved that Article 42 be adopted provided that Article 39 is adopted by Town
Meeting and that the invent that Article 39 is not adopted at Town Meeting we recommend the following
move that Article 42 be referred to the Planning Board for further study. The motion was duly seconded
by Mr. Rector and the motion carried 3-1 (Mr. McClure opposed).
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClur Nay
Vice-Chair Iverson Aye

Motion/Vote: Mr. Lowell moved to take no action for Article 43. The motion was duly seconded by Mr.
Rector and the motion carried 3-1 (Mr. McClure opposed).
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Nat Lowell Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Fritz McClure Nay
Vice-Chair Iverson Aye
VI. Other Business:
• Draft Planning Board Motions/Comments-FYI Only
Mrs. Snell – The draft Planning Board motions for the articles for which the Board already closed the
public hearing and taken a vote she’s added some draft comments on some of the articles. Mrs. Snell
asked that the Board review and send her any comments. These will be on Monday’s agenda to discuss
relative to the motions and comments. The Finn Comm hearing to discuss the Planning Board motions
and comments will be Tuesday the 15th.
• Regular Planning Board meeting Monday, February 14, 2022 @ 4:00PM via Zoom
V. Adjournment:
Mr. Rector moved to adjourn the meeting at 7:55PM. The motion was duly seconded by Mr. Lowell and the
motion was carried unanimously 4-0.
Vote taken by Roll Call:
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Fritz McClur Aye
Vice-Chair Iverson Aye
Submitted by
Catherine Ancero

Nantucket Planning Board DRAFT Minutes

*Joint Meeting with the Nantucket Select Board*

Remote Participation via Zoom Webinar
March 10, 2022 @ 4:00 PM.
Board Members: John Trudel, III (Chair), David Iverson (Vice-Chair), Nat Lowell, “Fritz”
McClure (ABESENT) and Barry Rector
Alternates: Stephen Welch and Campbell Sutton
Staff: Andrew Vorce (Planning Director), Leslie Snell (Deputy Director of Planning), Meg Trudel
(Land Use Planner) and Catherine Ancero (Administrative Specialist)
Meeting Recording Can be Viewed Using the Link Below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8sd9XCJu5qg
I. Call to order:
Select Board Chair Bridges called the meeting to order at 4:02PM.
Roll call of those participating:
Matt Fee Aye
Melissa Murphy Aye (left meeting at 4:25PM)
Dawn Holdgate Aye
Kristie Ferranella (Joined at 4:15PM)
Chair Jason Bridges Aye
Finance Committee Chair Kronau called the meeting to order at 4:03PM.
Roll Call of those participating:
Joe Grause Aye
Christopher Glowacki Aye
Joanna Roche Aye
Chair Denise Kranau Aye
Planning Board Chair John Trudel called the meeting to order at 4:05PM.
Board members:
Vice- Chair David Iverson Aye
Barry Rector Aye
Nat Lowell Aye
Chair John Trudel Aye (left meeting at 4:25PM)
II. Discussion:
The purpose of this meeting is to have the opportunity for the Select Board to ask questions of the motions
that the Planning Board and Finance Committee made. Planning Board Chair Trudel and Select Board Mrs.
Holdgate stated that they will be recusing from any of the short-term rental discussions. Finance Committee
Joe Grause questioned whether either the Administration or the Select Board prepared a sales pitch for the
Town Voters at Town Meeting for the Our Island Home design article. Town Manager Libby Gibson stated
that they are working on the narrative with the video. Different proposal than it was the last time, not
purchasing any land and different operational model. Town Manager Mrs. Gibson stated that the fifty million
is based on a slightly elevated estimate from two years ago when we had a study done that the Board

requested to see what it would take to construct a new facility. Have not revisited with any kind of firm that
does today’s dollars cost estimates but based on other projects and what’s going on in the economy today we
think that 50 is a decent estimate. Town Manager Mrs. Gibson stated that there are going to be objections to
a move, the Board voted in August of 2021 after looking at a variety of sites and examining this issue in detail
over the past five, ten, fifteen, twenty years that this is the best scenario to put forward. Brenda Johnson is
the outreach person for this project and she’s been meeting with a variety of groups including the Senior
Center, Rotary, and the Town Association. Finance Committee Mr. Grause stated that he supports the
project however we as the Town don’t always project the benefits and communicate as well as we could.
Select Board Mr. Fee supports the relocation to Sherburne Commons. Select Board Mr. Fee expressed his
concern about the Town’s ability to operate the Our Island Home. Select Board Mr. Fee also expressed that
they should be negotiating the union changes we need prior and to include housing for the employees. Select
Board Mr. Fee has severe concerns about the Town’s ability to operate the hospital. The demand is shifting,
and asked Finance how deeply did they delve into any of those issues. Finance Committee Ms. Kronau stated
that they didn’t do a referendum on whether there should be our island home or not. The voters made that
quite clear. We looked at it as a funding that’s needed to do a design provided the Town wants to stay in the
Our Island Home business. Finance Committee Ms. Kronau suggest that the Our Island Home Work Group
look at this and if at some point the leadership of the Town wants to take a revisit whether we should be in
the nursing home business then that’s something that would have to be brought up in a completely different
way. Select Board Mrs. Murphy who is a member of the “Working Group” stated that she heard Mr. Fee’s
concerns and the community has asked for a nursing home and these preliminary expenses are really to get
the ball rolling. The labor and housing issues are being addressed in other of the Town government. The
Affordable Housing Trust who provides down payment assistance programs and closing costs are also
looking into a potential program for down payment assistance program and maybe various other kinds of
incentives or problems that we have through Town government for Town employees that are all being
explored. Planning Board Mr. Lowell stated that Finance Committee Mr. Grause is right that the Voters need
to know and know what we are doing. Planning Board Mr. Lowell stated that reusing the property at the
current Our Island Home for parking and future meeting space makes the overall concept of the moving
Our Island Home much easier to understand by reusing the existing land for a better purpose. Finance
Committee Mr. Schaffer spoke for the need of housing. Town Manager Ms. Gibson not sure where people
are getting the idea that housing is not part of this, they are certainly looking to see if housing can be
accommodated at the site, the Town’s lease with Sherburne Commons. Select Board Mrs. Murphy recused
herself for Board to move forward to have a discussion for the short-term rental. Planning Board Chair
Trudel recused himself as well. Planning Board Chair Trudel commended all the Board, Committee members
and staff for their time and service. Finance Committee Chris Glowacki and Select Board Dawn Holdgate
from Select Board recused. Finance Committee Chair Ms. Kronau stated that she watched all the Planning
Board deliberations on Article 42. Finance Committee Chair Ms. Kronau feels that it seems appropriate why
the Planning Board is moving forward when its partnered up with Article 39 to get the data that is needing to
get the discussion in a positive way to eliminate some risk for the Town. Finance Committee Chair Ms.
Kranou stated that we want to have short-term rentals to be able to have the community stay the thriving
community it is financially and economically and at the same time not become a ghost Town. Select Board
Mr. Fee is concern that about gathering data second, in an ideal world we’d gather data first and base the
decisions made from the data that has been gathered. Select Board Mr. Fee expressed concern that
commercialization is a serious threat to the year-round economy and to the residents here on island. Select
Board Mr. Fee suggest making a motion that they put on hold and get the data information first before
moving forward. Select Board Mr. Fee feels that they are not understanding the ramifications of this fully.
Finance Committee Joanne Roche feels that short-term rental is a problem and that Article 39 will be able to
be the regulating piece that will make the dent in the problem right. Finance Committee Ms. Roche stated
that we need to figure out how to regulate them to have the least amount of impact on the island and the
most benefit to the island’s residents. Select Board Kristie Ferrantella stated that there is really no way to stop
unless you make Nantucket unattractive for people. Select Board Ms. Ferrantella said that people are going to
want to come and invest on property. Select Board Mrs. Ferrantella feels that not putting these articles

forward is not the right approach. Planning Board Mr. Rector feels that data will be the saving grace.
Planning Board Deputy Director Mrs. Snell stated that Article 42 will essentially codify the allowance of
short-term rentals and any dwelling unit anywhere on the island. Apartment buildings and workforce housing
and places that we do not want to encourage short-term rentals and that currently does not exist right now.
In Article 43 is much more limiting and it would require a large segment of the short-term rental owners to
have to go to the Zoning Board of Appeals and the Zoning Board of Appeals process is time consuming.
Article 43 would allow short-term rentals as an accessory uses residents would be allowed to use their
primary residence as a short-term rental by right but not non-residents would have to prove that it’s an
accessory use and would require relief through the Zoning Board of Appeals. Town Manager Gibson
mention that Andrew, herself, Roberto and Town Council were in charge with putting together an outline of
what potential regulations could contain under if Article 39 is adopted. They are working on that and it will
be in the Select Board packet next Wednesday. Select Board Chair Bridges asked if that is also if Article 42
gets adopted or not. Town Manager Mrs. Gibson stated just for Article 39. Finance Committee Chair Ms.
Kronau told Select Board Chair Bridges that the Finance Committee motioned to support Planning Board
motion for Article 43. Finance Committee Ms. Roche suggested that it is not too late to make a technical
amendment suggesting to maybe consider putting additional funds for some of the things that was discussed
about at the workshop so that we can advance Coastal Resilience Plan recommendation seeing that everyone
is in this meeting.
III. Adjournment:
Select Board: Mrs. Ferrantella moved to adjourn the Select Board meeting at 5:08PM. The motion was duly
seconded by Mrs. Holdgate and the motion carried unanimously.
Roll Call Vote:
Chair Bridges Aye
Mr. Fee Aye
Mrs. Ferrantella Aye
Mrs. Holdgate Aye
Planning Board: Mr. Lowell moved to adjourn the Planning Board meeting at 5:10PM. The motion was
duly seconded by Mr. Rector and the motion carried unanimously.
Roll Call Vote:
Mr. Lowell – Aye
Mr. Rector Aye
Acting Chair Iverson Aye
Submitted by:
Catherine Ancero

Secondary Dwelling
265 Madaket Road, LLC
265 Madaket Road
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ZONING INFORMATION
ZONE: VR
LC PLAN - 3092-S
LOT NUMBERS - 118 TO 123
LOT SIZE - 36000 +/- SF
A.G.C. - 3600 SF per deed rest.
Ex.G.C. - 2773 SF
P.G.C. FY - 20'-0"; SY & R - 10'-0"

April 12, 2022
Paul Murphy,
Building Commissioner
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554
RE: 265 Madaket Road (Map 59.4 Parcel 319) – Second Dwelling Approval Letter
Dear Mr. Murphy:
Please be advised that the Planning Board, at its meeting on April 11, 2022 considered the above application for
adequate access, as per §139-20.1 of the Nantucket Zoning Code, and granted a secondary dwelling approval
conditional upon the following:
1) That an apron at the driveway intersection with Madaket Road shall be maintained with a
minimum depth of ten (10) feet and a maximum width of fifteen (15) feet, flared to a width not
to exceed nineteen (19) feet;
2) That a minimum of four (4) parking spaces shall be provided;
3) That the driveway be cleared free of vegetation and obstruction to a width of twelve (12) feet and
a height of thirteen (13) feet;
4) That any landscaping at the driveway entrance be limited to low growing plant material not to
exceed three (3) feet in height;
5) That the applicant shall submit an As-Built prior to the final inspection by staff which shall take
place prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
The approval is also conditional upon adherence to the site plan submitted by the applicant and endorsed by the
Deputy Director, showing the relative locations of proposed or existing dwellings and driveways or parking areas.
As per Section 139-2 of the Nantucket Zoning Code, the approval referenced herein is valid for a period of two
years only, calculated from the date of site plan endorsement by the Deputy Director.
If you have any questions regarding this approval, please contact the Planning Office at 508-325-7587.
Sincerely,

Leslie Snell, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy Director of Planning, PLUS
Cc: 265 Madaket LLC
Marcus Silverstein – Zoning Compliance Coordinator / Inspector
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April 12, 2022
Paul Murphy,
Building Commissioner
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554
RE: 8 Holly Street (Map 80 Parcel 21) – Second Dwelling Approval Letter
Dear Mr. Murphy:
Please be advised that the Planning Board, at its meeting on April 11, 2022 considered the above application for
adequate access, as per §139-20.1 of the Nantucket Zoning Code, and granted a secondary dwelling approval
conditional upon the following:
1) That a minimum of three (3) parking spaces shall be provided;
2) That the driveway be cleared free of vegetation and obstruction to a width of twelve (12) feet and
a height of thirteen (13) feet;
3) That any landscaping at the driveway entrance be limited to low growing plant material not to
exceed three (3) feet in height;
4) That the applicant shall submit an As-Built prior to the final inspection by staff which shall take
place prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
The approval is also conditional upon adherence to the site plan submitted by the applicant and endorsed by the
Deputy Director, showing the relative locations of proposed or existing dwellings and driveways or parking areas.
As per Section 139-2 of the Nantucket Zoning Code, the approval referenced herein is valid for a period of two
years only, calculated from the date of site plan endorsement by the Deputy Director.
If you have any questions regarding this approval, please contact the Planning Office at 508-325-7587.
Sincerely,

Leslie Snell, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy Director of Planning, PLUS
Cc: Baltic Avenue LLC
Marcus Silverstein – Zoning Compliance Coordinator / Inspector

Secondary Dwelling
Chris Loftus
20 Appleton Road

April 12, 2022
Paul Murphy,
Building Commissioner
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554
RE: 20 Appleton Road (Map 66 Parcel 431) – Second Dwelling Approval Letter
Dear Mr. Murphy:
Please be advised that the Planning Board, at its meeting on April 11, 2022 considered the above application for
adequate access, as per §139-20.1 of the Nantucket Zoning Code, and granted a secondary dwelling approval
conditional upon the following:
1) That an apron at the driveway intersection with Appleton Road shall be installed and maintained
with a minimum depth of ten (10) feet and a maximum width of fifteen (15) feet, flared to a
width not to exceed nineteen (19) feet;
2) That a minimum of four (4) parking spaces shall be provided;
3) That the travelled width of the driveway shall be a minimum of ten (10) feet in width and a
maximum of fifteen (15) feet in width;
4) That the driveway be cleared free of vegetation and obstruction to a width of twelve (12) feet and
a height of thirteen (13) feet;
5) That any landscaping at the driveway entrance be limited to low growing plant material not to
exceed three (3) feet in height;
6) That the applicant shall submit an As-Built prior to the final inspection by staff which shall take
place prior to the issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy.
The approval is also conditional upon adherence to the site plan submitted by the applicant and endorsed by the
Deputy Director, showing the relative locations of proposed or existing dwellings and driveways or parking areas.
As per Section 139-2 of the Nantucket Zoning Code, the approval referenced herein is valid for a period of two
years only, calculated from the date of site plan endorsement by the Deputy Director.
If you have any questions regarding this approval, please contact the Planning Office at 508-325-7587.
Sincerely,

Leslie Snell, AICP, LEED AP
Deputy Director of Planning, PLUS
Cc: Chris Loftus
Marcus Silverstein – Zoning Compliance Coordinator / Inspector

ANR
NOB ACK, LLC
2 Nobadeer Way

ANR
Real Property Storage, LLC
Aliaksandr Arashonkau & Volha Arashonhava
9 & 11A Greglen Avenue

ANR
4 MVR, LLC, 48SPR, LLC, & SIP ‘N SEA, LLC
c/o Kevin Dale
Middle Valley Road

Form J
Certificate of Completion and
Release of Municipal Interest in
Subdivision Performance Security
Date: _March 28, 2022_
Subdivision Name: __MAPLE LANE
Owner: ___ MAPLE LANE LLC

Planning Board File # PLSUB-2021-08-00195
_________________________________________________
____________________________________________________

Owner’s Address: _____57 MAIN STREET, 2N FLOOR

__________________________________

Phone number: 508-451-0191______ Fax number: ____________

E-mail: stephen.maury@gmail.com

Applicant, (if other than owner): ________________________________________________________
Applicant’s Address: _________________________________________________________________
Phone number: ___________________ Fax number: ____________________ E-mail: _____________
Date of Subdivision Plan: ___AUGUST 12, 2021_____

____________________

Land Location: _OFF RUGGED ROAD (FKA 10 RUGGED ROAD) _________________________
Plan Recorded: Nantucket Registry of Deeds Plan Book _____________ Page ____________
Plan Registered:

Nantucket Land Registry, Land Court Plan Number_40995-C__________________

Type of Performance Security:

 Covenant dated: ________________________________________________________________
or

Covenant recorded: Nantucket Registry of Deeds, Book ______________ Page __________.
Covenant registered: Nantucket Land Registry District as Document #____________ and noted on
Certificate of Title #_________________ in Registration Book ____________ Page ___________.

 Deposit of money, agreement dated: ______________________
Bank (if bank passbook): ________________________________________________________
Address of Bank: _______________________________________________________________
 Other Security, agreement dated: _APPROVAL OF DEFINITIVE SUBDIVISION PLAN, DATED
SEPTEMBER 13, 2021_.
Nantucket Planning and Land Use Services ▪ 2 Fairgrounds Road ▪ Nantucket ▪ MA ▪ 02554 ▪ (508) 325-7587

Nantucket Planning Board, Form J, page 2

 Letter of credit, agreement dated: ___________________________________________________
Bank: ________________________________________________________________________
Address of Bank: _______________________________________________________________
The undersigned, being a majority of the Planning Board of Nantucket, have determined that the construction of ways
and installation of municipal services in the subdivision referred to above have been completed X partially completed
by the applicant in accordance with the Board’s rules and regulations to adequately serve the following enumerated lots:
BUILDING LOTS 8, 9 & 10 AND ROADWAY LOT (11) ON LC PLAN 40995-C___________ _______.
Pursuant to Section 81.U of Chapter 41, M.G.L. and in consideration of said construction and installation, the Town of
Nantucket, a Massachusetts corporation, acting through its Planning Board, hereby releases its interest in the Performance
Security referred to above, as to the lots enumerated in the preceding paragraph only.
Duly executed as a sealed instrument this ___________ day of ________________, ___2022______.
(Date)
(Month)
(Year)

____________________________________
John Trudel, III

____________________________________
Nat Lowell

_____________________________________
Frederick McClure

_____________________________________
David Iverson

________________________________
Barry G. Rector

Signed by a Majority of the Town of Nantucket Planning Board

COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Nantucket, SS

_________________, 2022

On the _____________day of ______________, 2022, before me, the undersigned notary public,
Personally appeared ________________________, one of the above-named members of the Planning Board of Nantucket, Massachusetts, personally
known to me to be the person whose name is signed on the preceding document and acknowledge that he/she signed the foregoing instrument voluntarily
for the purposes therein expressed.
________________________________________
Notary Public
________________________________________
My commission expires:

Nantucket Planning and Land Use Services ▪ 2 Fairgrounds Road ▪ Nantucket ▪ MA ▪ 02554 ▪ (508) 325-7587

Public Hearing
Major Commercail Development “MCD” Special Permit
ACK Mid Island LLC & ACK Office, LLC
18/18A/20/22/24/26 Sparks Avenue

NANTUCKET

SITE DESIGN
ENGINEERING, LLC.

NO.

DATE

DESCRIPTION
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PLAN REVISIONS
DATE:

APRIL 29, 2021

DRAWN BY:
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DRAWING TITLE:
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CHRIS FIUMARA

PREPARED FOR

ASSESSORS MAP 55
PARCELS 231.1, 231.2 & 307 - 310

18 - 26 SPARKS AVENUE
NANTUCKET, MASSACHUSETTS

-

BUILDING SITE PLAN

LOCUS

APPROVED

11 CUSHMAN STREET
MIDDLEBORO, MA 02346
T: 508-967-0673
F: 508-967-0674
WWW.SDE-LDEC.COM

Application for a Special Permit
January 10, 2022
Date: __________________________

Name of development (if applicable):______________________________________________________________
Sparks Ave Development
ACK Mid Island, LLC & ACK Offices, LLC
Owner(s) name(s): __________________________________________________________________
300 A Street, Suite 101, Boston, MA 02210
Mailing address: ____________________________________________________________________
Phone number: __________________________E-mail: ____________________________________
ACK Mid Island, LLC & ACK Offices, LLC
Applicant’s name: ___________________________________________________________________
300 A Street, Suite 101, Boston, MA 02210
Mailing address: ____________________________________________________________________
Phone number: __________________________E-mail: ____________________________________

Site Design Engineering LLC, Dan Mulloy, PE.
Engineer / surveyor’s name: ___________________________________________________________
11 Cushman Street, Middleboro, MA 02346
Mailing address: _____________________________________________________________________
Phone number: __________________________E-mail:
____________________________________
508-503-3500
dmulloy@sde-ldec.com

Location of lot(s):
18, 18A, 20, 22, 24 & 26 Sparks Ave
 Street address ____________________________________________________________________


55
231.1, 231.2 & 307-310
Tax Assessors Map __________________
Parcel ___________________________



Nantucket Registry of Deed:
attached Page: __________ Plan Book ______________ and Page _______________ OR
Book: see
__________,

Plan File #_____________ AND/OR Certificate of Title: __________________, Lot(s) #: __________
Land Court Plan#: ___________
69,275
CMI
Size of parcel: ______________________
sq. ft. Zoning District: ________________________

Special Permit sought: (check one)


Flex Development



Secondary Residential Lot



Driveway Access/Curb Cut Special Permit

Nantucket Planning and Land Use Services ▪ 2 Fairgrounds Road ▪ Nantucket ▪ MA ▪ 02554 ▪ (508) 325-7587

X


Major Commercial Development (MCD)



Rear Lot Subdivision



Moorlands Management District Subdivision or Construction (MMD)



NEHOD (Neighborhood Employee Housing)

X


MIPOD (Mid-Island Planned Overlay District)



Other Uses Requiring a Special Permit (specify all uses, waiver requests and Nantucket Code sections)
Section

Description

see attached letter from Site Design Engineering dated 1-10-22

_______________

______________________________________________________

_______________

______________________________________________________

Specify all associated Zoning Code relief sought:
Section

Description

see attached letter from Site Design Engineering dated 1-10-22

Only the zoning relief expressly requested above will be considered as part of this application.

If applying for a Major Commercial Development, specify how the application will comply with Section
139-11 (J) of the Zoning Code of the Town of Nantucket, also known as the Town’s Affordable Housing Effort:
see attached letter from Site Design Engineering dated 1-10-22

All application fees, Pitney Bowes fees, and engineering escrow deposit requirements are listed on the
“Planning Board Fee Schedule”

Nantucket Planning and Land Use Services ▪ 2 Fairgrounds Road ▪ Nantucket ▪ MA ▪ 02554 ▪ (508) 325-7587

SITE DESIGN ENGINEERING, LLC.
11 Cushman Street, Middleboro, MA 02346
P: 508-967-0673 F: 508-967-0674

January 10, 2022

SDE No. 20245

Nantucket Planning Board
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554

Subject:

MCD Application
18, 18A, 20, 22, 24 & 26 Sparks Ave
Assessors Map 55 Parcels 231.1, 231.2, 307-310

Dear Members of the Board:
The owners and applicants of property located at 18, 18A, 20, 22, 24 & 26 Sparks Ave are
proposing a mixed-use business and residential development on their property. The
development proposes three buildings each with 4 floors consisting of 1 below grade floor and 3
upper floors containing approximately 111,360 sf. Anticipated uses and intensities are provided
below.

Use

Quantity / Area

Small restaurant
Take-out food restaurant
Retail space
Personal fitness/gym
Bowling alley
Office space
Medical office space
1 bedroom apartment
2 bedroom apartment
3 bedroom apartment

30± seats
12± seats
3,000 sf
13,200 sf
6 lanes
6,000 sf
3,600 sf
8
30
4

The property is located within the Commercial Mid-Island (CMI) zoning district as well as the
following zoning overlay districts: Mid-Island, Town, Sewer, Multi-Family, Wellhead/Zone 2
Protection, and Harbor Watershed. There are no known wetland or endangered species area
within or adjacent to the property.
The project requires Major Commercial Development (MCD) approval under zoning section
139-11 as it proposes greater than 4,000 sf of commercial use, more than 20 parking spaces
and will generate more than 10,000 gallons of wastewater per day. The applicant is requesting
Special Permit relief as noted below. The project proposes an open space area of 22.2% which
is above the 20% requirement.

January 10, 2022
SDE No. 20245
Sparks Ave

Special Permit Requests.
1. 139-2 and 139-7. Request the Planning Board grant a Special Permit to allow an Arcade
as part of the proposed bowling alley. The arcade would be an accessory use to the
bowling alley and would contain electronic gaming machines for amusement only.
2. 139-7. Request the Planning Board grant a Special Permit to allow a medical clinic. The
property is proposed to contain medical office space for medical service providers such
as a physical therapist or chiropractor.
3. 139-11. Granting of a Major Commercial Development Special Permit.
4. 139-12G. Mid-Island Planned Overlay. We ask the Planning Board to grant the following
relief under the Mid-Island Planned Overlay District.
a. 139-12G(3)(d). Waiver to allow greater than 5’ front setback to allow for
expansion of the public sidewalk on Sparks Ave. The sidewalk expansion is part
of the Sparks Ave roadway improvement master plan.
b. 139-12G(3)(e) and 139-18D. Request the Planning Board recognize the
availability of approximately 12 parking spaces located within a public right-ofway within 500 feet of the property.
c. 139-12G(3)(e) and 139-18D. Request the Planning Board waive required
employee parking spaces as the applicant will provide a public transit incentive
program.
d. 139-12G(3)(e) and 139-18D. Request the Planning Board waive 10% of the
required parking spaces as the proposed development will utilize pedestrian and
possibly vehicle interconnections between adjacent properties.
e. 139-12G(3)(e) & (f). Request the Planning Board grant further relief of parking
requirements as deemed necessary following acceptance of total required
parking for the project. The applicant is working with Town Departments in
completing roadway, sidewalk access and utility improvements in Sparks Ave
that could offset some of the calculated parking requirements.
5. 139-18.A(6). Request the Planning Board allow parking spaces within the parking
garage to be reduced from 9’x20’ to 9’x18’.
6. 139-18.B. Request the Planning Board grant further relief of parking requirements as
deemed necessary following acceptance of total required parking for the project. The
applicant is working with the Town Departments in completing roadway, sidewalk access
and utility improvements in Sparks Ave that could offset some of the calculated parking
requirements. The site plan proposes 128 new parking spaces with 71 spaces located





January 10, 2022
SDE No. 20245
Sparks Ave

within the lower-level parking garage and 57 spaces located within the surface parking
areas.
7. 139-11H & 139-30. Request the Planning Board grant a Special Permit for apartments
including inclusionary units containing a total of 42 apartments and 80 bedrooms. The
applicant is proposing to restrict 10 of the units as affordable apartments.

We are working with the Department of Public Works, Sewer Department and Wannacomet
Water Company relative to the availability of applicable stormwater, sewer and water utilities
and any needed system upgrades. We have also had a meeting with the Department of Public
works to review proposed roadway and sidewalk improvements within Sparks Ave and how this
project can best integrate with that plan. We are working on completing final design of the site
utility systems pending further discussions with the above departments.
We ask that this application be heard at the Board’s February 14, 2022, meeting. Please call me
with any questions at (508) 503-3500 or email dmulloy@sde-ldec.com.
Respectfully,
Site Design Engineering, LLC.

Daniel C. Mulloy, PE.
cc:

Arthur Reade, Esq.
ACK Mid Island, LLC
ACK Offices, LLC
Cordtsen Design Architecture

Enclosures:
Application for Special Permit dated 1/10/22
Owner/Applicant & property information sheet
Special Permit application fee checks
Certified abutters list
Site Plans by Site Design Engineering sheets 1 & 2 dated 1/10/22
Conceptual building floor plans and renderings by Cordtsen Design Architecture dated 1/10/22





USE

PARKING REQUIREMENTS
SPACES REQUIRED
QUANTITY

1 BEDROOM APARTMENT
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
3 BEDROOM APARTMENT

1 PER BEDROOM
1 PER BEDROOM
1 PER BEDROOM

DOWNY FLAKE RESTAURANT

BOWLING ALLEY
EMPLOYEE PARKING

1 PER 6 SEATS
5 PER STATION & 1 FOR
EACH 4 SEATS
1 PER 200 SF GFA
1 PER 300 SF EXERCISE
AREA
3 PER LANE
1 PER 3 EMPLOYEES

OFFICE SPACE
MEDICAL OFFICE

1 PER 200 SF GFA
1 PER 250 SF GFA

TAKE OUT FOOD, PIZZA
RETAIL
GYM

8
60
12

UNIT

REQUIRED

BEDROOM
BEDROOM
BEDROOM

8
60
12

30
SEATS
1 STATION & 12 STATIONS &
SEATS
SEATS
3,000
SF

5
8
15

6,600

SF

22

6
9

EACH
EACH

18
3

6,000
3,600

SF
SF

30
14
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Public Hearing
Special Permit
27 Fair Street, LLC
27 & 29 Fair Street

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Megan Trudel
John Trudel; John Trudel; David Iverson; indiansummersurf@gmail.com; Barry Rector - Nantucket Planning
Board (barry.rector@verizon.net); Nat Lowell; Fritz Mcclure; Campbell Sutton (csutton@nantucket-ma.gov);
Stephen Welch
Andrew Vorce; Leslie Snell; Catherine Ancero
FW: Letter to the Planning Board in Opposition to the Application for a Special Permit for 27 & 29 Fair Street
Thursday, March 10, 2022 8:55:00 PM
WoodboxLetter.docx
27&29FairHDC.pages

From: Karoly Gutman <karoly.gutman@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2022 11:38 AM
To: Megan Trudel <mtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov>
Cc: Hank Gutman <hgutman@gmail.com>
Subject: Letter to the Planning Board in Opposition to the Application for a Special Permit for 27 &
29 Fair Street

March 10, 2022
Dear Members of the Nantucket Planning Board:
We write in opposition to the Application for a Special Permit by Blue Flag
Partners to operate 27 and 29 Fair Street together as a resort hotel. A group of
neighbors met with Blue Flag to hear their proposals and communicate our
concerns. Unfortunately, the few minor modifications they propose do not
begin to solve the fundamental problem that a destination resort hotel is
inappropriate in this quiet and densely populated neighborhood in the
Residential Old Historic District.
The former Woodbox at 29 Fair is a historic structure dating back to 1709. It has
been a quiet restaurant through the years but has not been operational for some
time. The other property at 27 Fair was once a private home and is currently a
guest house, notably with no commercial kitchen. The two properties are separated
by a very narrow public street, Hiller’s Lane. Blue Flag proposes to merge 27 and 29
Fair Street into the “Fair Street Hotel”, piggybacking the commercial kitchen at 29
Fair onto the guest house. The combined entity would be a much larger commercial
operation generating far more activity and neighborhood disruption than the two
properties operating independently as a restaurant and guest house ever have.

The detrimental impact of the two properties operating as one destination

resort hotel cannot be overstated. Although both sites are nonconforming
uses, former owners have been consistently denied permission to expand their
activities because of the impact on the neighborhood. Blue Flag’s Management
Plan suggests up to 20 employees on the premises, breakfast, lunch, and dinner
service, including alcoholic beverages, from 7:00 a.m. to 1:00 a.m. daily, plus
room service. There would be as many as four food deliveries a day and twice
daily rubbish removal, not to mention increased foot and vehicular traffic.
Parking on Fair Street is very limited and Blue Flag has made no attempt to deal
with additional hotel and restaurant parking demands other than to say the
hotel website will discourage guests from bringing cars. A destination resort
hotel simply does not belong in this location. Please deny the Application for a
Special Permit.
Sincerely,
Karoly & Hank Gutman
32 Fair Street
For your convenience, we have attached our earlier letters to the Historic District Council and the
Planning Board in opposition to this project:
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Trudel
John Trudel; John Trudel; David Iverson; indiansummersurf@gmail.com; Barry Rector - Nantucket Planning
Board (barry.rector@verizon.net); Nat Lowell; Fritz Mcclure; Campbell Sutton (csutton@nantucket-ma.gov);
Stephen Welch
Leslie Snell; Andrew Vorce; Catherine Ancero
FW: Fair Street Hotel Complex
Thursday, March 10, 2022 8:57:00 PM

From: Richard Nopper <ricknopper@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, March 10, 2022 7:54 AM
To: Megan Trudel <mtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov>
Subject: Fair Street Hotel Complex
To the Nantucket Planning Board,
I have written to you earlier on the proposed Blue Flag Development project and at this time would like to present
some additional points for consideration.
As the owners of the property Blue Flag certainly has development rights but in addition, I believe they have
responsibilities, especially given the history and location of the property.
The benchmark for their application should be prior use. The significant expansion from prior use poses numerous
threats to the surrounding residential community. The desire to have staff traversing the outside space between the
kitchen and the guest rooms to provide a concierge level of service during extended hours has certainly not been
provided in the past.
The most dramatic issue is the vehicle access both for patron parking and service vehicle access. The inevitable
illegal parking of this traffic will creat a significant safety issue as fire and medical services will be delayed.
Thank you for reviewing this letter. Again, benchmark should be prior use.
Regards...Rick Nopper
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Trudel
John Trudel; John Trudel; Dave Iverson; Dave Iverson; Barry Rector; Nat Lowell; Fritz Mcclure; Campbell Sutton;
Stephen Welch
Andrew Vorce; Leslie Snell; Catherine Ancero
Fwd: 27 & 29 Fair Street Hearing before the Planning Board (March 14, 2022)
Monday, March 14, 2022 7:56:09 AM

Megan Trudel
Land Use Specialist
PLUS-Town of Nantucket
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
mtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov

Begin forwarded message:
From: Aleks Istanbullu <ai@ai-architects.com>
Subject: 27 & 29 Fair Street Hearing before the Planning Board
(March 14, 2022)
Date: March 12, 2022 at 8:48:03 PM EST
To: Megan Trudel <mtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov>
Dear Members of the Planning Board,
I am a full time Nantucket resident and live a few doors south of 27/29 Fair
Street. I fear approval of these projects will irrevocably alter the character of this
community. The following three aspects describe my concerns.
Spot Zoning, yes or no?: linking an existing Bed & Breakfast with a 45 seat
restaurant constitutes “spot zoning” of the B&B. Conversion of previously
approved B&B into a commercial hotel operation is by definition spot zoning.
Even in dense urban cities (LA, NY, Chicago…), a bed & breakfast permitted
within a residential zone would not be allowed to morph into a hotel disguised as
“Guest House”.
This development resembles the Applicant’s Center & India Street hotel,
restaurant, outdoor seating, which is appropriately located at the heart of our
Downtown Commercial District.
This would be the beginning: the proposed renovation of the Woodbox which
includes a bar and outdoor entertainment venues + an underground commercial
kitchen greatly intensifies the grandfathered use. If this project (with the national
bookings & advertising) is allowed at the crest of Fair Street, the character of this
neighborhood will be irrevocably changed from a quiet residential area into noisy
busy commercial-adjacent district. The downtown commercial uses will have
effectively moved uphill. Adjacent (and nearby) homes will be severely impacted

by the intensity of such a commercial operation and likely will, sooner rather than
later, sell to the highest bidder. These highest bidders will likely be expanding
commercial uses.
To use a military analogy…take the hill and you will own the flanks.
A new traffic pattern will be introduced: those of us who live on Fair Street (plus
the streets feeding onto it) understand the communal need for through-traffic
heading to Main Street and other downtown destinations. We understand this
local necessity and deal with the burdens imposed on our residential
neighborhood on a daily basis. However, locating a commercial “destination” at
the crest of Fair Street will create an entirely different traffic pattern and
congestion. This delicate historic residential neighborhood will simply not
survive assault of vehicle trips generated by the combination of hotel & bar guests
plus arrivals and departures of service vehicles.
Additionally, Hillers Lane will become the hotel’s porte cochere through which
meals and services will cross to provide for the guests at 27 Fair and vis-a-versa.
Soon the hotel will need to “own” Hillers Lane to save the Town the safety
hazards created by the approval of this commercial venture.
Thank you for your consideration of our community’s concerns.
Respectfully,
Aleks
Aleks Istanbullu Architects
www.ai-architects.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Smyth Terry
Megan Trudel
The Woodbox
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 5:38:40 PM

To the Planning Board,
We are against Blue Flag’s extensive plans for a quiet
residential neighborhood.
Those of us that live and summer in town are
continuously being bombarded by commercial entities
that want to expand their presences. That has led to
numerous large and noisy operations. All the restaurants
have loud outside music at all hours. There are also loud
and raucous crowds walking the streets at all hours. This
has affected our quality of life.
The neighborhood around the Woodbox is especially
vulnerable as they are far from the core district. Homes
are very close together and those homes will be
inundated with parking issues and noise. It’s laughable
that Blue Flag thinks guests will not bring cars if asked.
They are certainly not going to walk into town. All of us
who are surrounded by rentals know that lack of parking
does not deter people from availing themselves to park
illegally, on private property our even in the middle of a
road. And those that don’t bring cars, will come and go at
all hours via cabs.
So, please put a stop to the further commercial
encroachment into our quiet residential neighborhoods.
Henry and Anne Terry
5 Gay St.
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Hillary Hedges Rayport
89 Main Street
Nantucket

March 15, 2022
Mr. John Trudel
Chair
Nantucket Planning Board
Via email to: jtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov
Dear Mr. Trudel:
I’m writing to follow up on my comments at last night’s public hearing regarding 27 and 29 Fair
Street. I hope this information regarding the history of lodging at the properties will be helpful
to the Board for the next hearing of this project.
History and Number of Guest Rooms
27 Fair Street, a private home owned by the Ray family, was permitted to offer four rooms for
rent in 19771. It became a guest house and subsequent owner Claire Murray built a rear annex
that was intended to provide two more guest rooms as well as an apartment.2 The new annex
was located at the rear and back of the lot, and Earl Ray’s historic workshop remained next to
the annex, functioning as a shed. The remaining open space was cultivated as a decorative
garden and the guest house was named “Fair Gardens”3.
Later, owner Stewart Gaw converted the historic shed to a bedroom and connected it to the
annex. According to the special permit granted in 1994 by the ZBA, “fewer than four rooms
have been rented in the Hiller’s Lane residence to date”. The apartment was restricted for
residential use by the owner and not for rent.
To summarize, we know from reporting and the special permit that 27 Fair Street hosted six
guest rooms and this expanded over time to eight rooms. The owner’s apartment was
restricted from rental – only by proposing demolition of this building are they escaping that
restriction. Lodging licenses from the Town of Nantucket archive indicate eight guest rooms
were allowed at 27 Fair Street, from 1991 until 2019. There are a few years when occupancy
was 11 and 12 guest rooms, but these are exceptions, possibly related to renting of the
1

Inquirer and Mirror, June 4, 1977, “Timothy Soverino was granted permission by the Selectmen to rent four
rooms in the former Ray home at 27 Fair Street.”
2
Inquirer and Mirror, January 18, 1979, “Planning Board Notes” Four parties opposed based on congestion in the
area.

restricted apartment as a guest room. Two guest rooms only were allowed at 29 Fair Street.
Representative licenses are attached to this letter.
Scale of Expansion
This total of 10 existing guest rooms is materially less than the 16 Blue Flag says existed. Health
department notes say there was a staff dormitory and there were also illegal rooms
constructed. I’m wondering if this is what is causing the confusion about the guest occupancy.
In the absence of evidence to the contrary, I hope the Board will evaluate this application as
an expansion to 18 guest rooms from a previously permitted 10. Blue Flag is also removing the
staff and managers residence from the property, meaning there will be more coming and going
of staff and less supervision.
Open Space and Stormwater Management
My second concern is the increase in built and impervious surfaces, causing a reduction of open
space for neighborhood enjoyment and stormwater management. The open and unpaved
ground at 27 Fair Street acts as a stormwater sponge in a congested neighborhood. The current
“annex” is at the rear and back of the lot, affording a pleasant and much appreciated open
space along Hiller’s Lane. The proposed plan enlarges and spreads out the rear lot buildings,
creating a row of cottages with narrow paths between them, rather than a cluster that
preserves open space. The plan shows much of the lot covered with patios and paved paths.
There is a pick up/drop off parking area along Hiller’s Lane. The planned enormous basements
will further reduce stormwater absorption potential of the lots. The rows of parking, hedges,
and cottage walls stand opposite 29 Fair, which has zero setback on one of Nantucket’s
narrowest lanes.
I hope the board will request the impact on stormwater run-off be technically assessed.
Likewise, that the new combined groundcover ratio be reported. I would think the
groundcover ratio should be considered for the combined lots, and not for 27 alone, because
29 is already non-conforming for groundcover and it is being increased. The setback intrusions
on 27 are not being meaningfully corrected.
Conclusion
The Planning Board and the HDC have the difficult job of managing change. But I was surprised
that this application is being entertained as a viable starting point for a guest house in a
residential area. It nearly doubles the guest room count and dining frequency. The apparent
over-reporting of number of existing rooms is puzzling and missing evidential support, and the
application lacks important information about groundcover.
A sensitive restoration of 29 Fair Street would be deeply appreciated. But this plan takes more
away than it gives. Nantucket loses a mid-priced guest house and in-town staff housing. The
neighborhood loses a charming historic rose-covered cottage (attached to the annex), a
beautiful open garden fronting on Hiller’s Lane, and a sensitively designed and located guest

annex. All this is replaced by a row of buildings the length of the lot, surrounded by hardscape
and stop-and-go parking for vans and trucks.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,

Hillary H. Rayport
cc:
Holly Backus, Town Preservation Planner
Megan Trudel, Town Land Use Planner
Enclosure:
lodging licenses from 29 Fair Street (7/16/19) and 27 Fair Street (5/22/19)

27 & 29 Fair Street – Planning Board – April 11, 2022 | Attention: Megan Trudel
Hi Megan,
We are writing to express our serious concern about aspects of the Blue Flag proposal for 27 and 29 Fair
Street that were discussed during the Planning Board meeting on March 14, 2022.
Our home abuts the rear buildings at 27 Fair Street and we can see Hillers Lane from our living and
dining areas.

One massive basement for the three proposed cottages on Hillers Lane, but why?


The latest plans we saw call for a massive basement that would be shared by the three
proposed cottages on Hillers Lane, behind 27 Fair Street. This basement is huge. It appears to
be 125 feet long and it spans the width of the properties at 2 Charter Street, 4 Charter Street
and 6 Charter Street. This is clearly a commercial use, not for residential use by hotel guests.



What’s the proposed use of the basement? Blue Flag representatives have consistently dodged
questions about how this oversized basement would be used. Can the Planning Board and the
neighbors please have a definitive answer?

An onsite commercial laundry in the ROH neighborhood?


During the March 14 Planning Board meeting, a Blue Flag partner stated that they “may” want
to place commercial laundry equipment in the proposed basement.



To the best of our knowledge, a commercial laundry facility is NOT a permitted use in this or
any other ROH neighborhood. The homes in the Fish Lots are closely built and they would
therefore be in immediate proximity to any proposed commercial laundry vents. Noise and
exhaust from commercial laundry equipment would negatively affect all the neighboring homes.



Blue Flag also expressed interest in creating a single, consolidated laundry facility to serve all of
its hotels on the island, including the Faraway Hotel on Centre Street and the Life House hotel
on Cliff Road. With the addition of the proposed guest rooms at 27 and 29 Fair Street, a central
facility would process laundry for approximately 100 rooms. With the addition of the Beachside
hotel on North Beach Street, a central laundry facility would service 200 hotel rooms.
Many members of the Planning Board and the Woodbox Neighbors Group support “satellite”
deliveries with smaller vehicles, but the proposed basement should NOT become Blue Flag’s
central laundry facility and the four parking spots on Hiller’s Lane should not serve as a
distribution hub for a commercial operation that processes laundry for 200 or more rooms
across the island.

1

Unique factors on this site make large-scale excavation and construction particularly threatening
to neighboring homes.


It may not even be possible to dig a basement on this site. When 3 Hillers Lane and 5 Hillers
Lane were built in the 1970s, they weren’t able to dig basements. Even if a basement was
possible, the excavation process could be catastrophic. A 1920s retaining wall that supports
several homes on Charter Street homes might not survive.

Retaining wall behind the 27 Fair Street back buildings
that supports several homes on Charter Street

Retaining wall behind the 27 Fair Street back buildings that
supports several homes on Charter Street

2

Retaining wall behind the 27 Fair Street back buildings
that supports several homes on Charter Street



This retaining wall supports several homes on Charter Street and it sits only 8 feet from the
existing basements of the back buildings at 27 Fair Street. Heavy duty excavation for a massive
basement could destroy the wall and cause catastrophic damage to the homes it supports as
well as the neighboring properties.

Unfortunately, Blue Flag Partners has set an alarming precedent for basement excavation on Lily
Street. Neighboring historic homes have been damaged.


Blue Flag’s foundation hole on Lily Street exacerbated existing drainage issues in the
neighborhood and damaged the surrounding historic homes. Neighbors reported flooding in
the basement as well as cracks in the foundation, cracks in the chimney, and fissures in the
driveway.



The following photo appeared in The Inquirer & Mirror on March 21, 2022 as part of an article
describing the lawsuit brought by neighbors against Blue Flag. The foundation hole was left
uncovered and filled with water. A deer reportedly fell in and drowned and several dogs had to
be rescued from the pit.
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Blue Flag Partners basement construction site on Lily Street



The massive basement proposed for the three cottages on Hillers Lane behind 27 Fair Street is
much larger than Lily Street and it’s much closer to many of the neighboring homes on Hillers
Lane, Charter Street and Fair Street, some of which date back to the 1700s. The potential for
irreparable damage to the surrounding homes is enormous.

Blue Flag’s proposed plan calls for potentially catastrophic excavation, construction of a massive
commercial basement and demolition of all existing structures on Hillers Lane.
Perhaps Blue Flag could consider an approach that’s more appropriate for the ROH district and
sensitive to the closely built, historic homes in the neighborhood?
Why not renovate the existing buildings already in place on Hillers Lane behind 27 Fair Street,
without demolition and excavation?
If a foundation is needed, why not a crawl space or concrete slab?
Why not restore the historic, carpenter’s cottage and its small, formal garden? Hillary Hedges
Rayport, a neighborhood homeowner and Chair of the Nantucket Historical Commission,
presented research at an HDC meeting in November, 2021 that confirms the original carpenter’s
cottage on Hillers Lane is indeed historic.

Thank you and looking ahead
We welcome the prospect of returning 27 and 29 Fair Street to their former historic glory and we
understand the expense involved.
However, the project must fit appropriately into the ROH neighborhood without creating the numerous
zoning, safety, traffic, construction and noise issues that have been discussed to date with the Planning
Board.
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment. We greatly appreciate the efforts of the Planning Board and
its generous contribution of time and expertise to preserve our quiet and historic residential
neighborhood.

Jay Foley
Harris Doliner
8 Charter Street
Nantucket
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Bill and Jean Fordyce
P.O. Box 326
3 Darling St.
Nantucket, MA 02554

April 1, 2022

Nantucket Planning Board
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
Dear Board Members:
Re: Application for a special permit for 27 and 29 Fair Street
Scheduled for a public Hearing on April 11, 2022 at 4 PM
We reside year around in our home at 3 Darling Street. This is the home we were brought up in during
the 1930’s, 1940’s and 1950’s. Our rental cottage and garages face Hillers Lane directly across the
street from the rear building at 27 Fair Street. Our property directly abuts the south and west sides of
29 Fair Street. The second floor master bedroom in the cottage and the back bedrooms at 3 Darling
Street are less than 1 yard and 4 yards respectively from that western boundary line. Our cottage and
the rear building at 29 Fair Street are only 15 inches apart. Thus we are very concerned about noise
and other issues associated not only with the revised site and Management Plans presented at the
March 14 Meeting, but also the total scope of the project.

Restaurant Operation until 1 AM is intolerable

This would result in neighborhood disturbances with loud talking and Uber doors slamming until 1:30
AM. We are looking for everyone to be out of the restaurant by 10 PM. Note: The history has been
that all dinners were out by 9 PM and the crew could be heard cleaning up at 9:30.

Comments on other Management Plan Items

Item 2. Maximum of 20 employees on peak shift: This is at least double the number of employees that
have worked on peak shift in the past. It shows that the scope of the planned operation is much bigger
than in the past. The Board of Appeals in 2004 found that any increase in the nonconforming
commercial nature of the use, given the proximity of the residences to the site would create a
substantial detriment to the neighborhood. The substantial detriment to the neighborhood as a result
of the increased use would occur regardless of whether or not it is permitted by the Zoning Bylaws.
Item 13 states that changes to the Management Plan can be made with the approval of Planning Board
staff without a hearing. That is unsatisfactory for the neighbors.

Page 1 of 3

An additional provision should be added to the Management Plan that all windows and doors in the
restaurant dining room shall be kept closed except for an emergency. The restaurant dining room for
at least the last 70 years has had no windows on the west side and only one window on the south side
near Fair Street. The only proposed drawing I have seen shows a wall of sliding doors and windows on
both the west and south sides of the rear portion of the dining room. These sliding doors and windows
are not only not historic but, if not kept closed, allow dining room noises to escape. Any noise escaping
from the dining room will be heard in bedrooms in my residence and cottage due to their close
proximity
Another additional provision that should be added to the Management Plan is that food delivery and
other trucks shall not be permitted to park on Hillers Lane to discharge their freight. Hillers Lane is very
narrow so there is no room to pass. Moreover, it is very busy as many drivers use it as part of a cut
through from Pleasant Street to Main Street.

Parking Problems

The proposed site/parking plan at 27 Fair Street is insensitive and inadequate. It is insensitive because
it places an Uber/Taxi pickup and drop off location on Hillers Lane directly opposite my cottage. My
YEAR-AROUND tenants would be forced to live with the slamming of car doors/trunks and loud talking
from 5:30 AM until 1:30 AM, a half hour after the bars close. This would be intolerable for my tenants
who work 2 or 3 jobs in the summer. The Ubers should have to drive into their property and there
should be vegetative noise screening between their pickup/drop-off space and my cottage.
Parking also needs to be provided to accommodate the following: a. medium sized trucks for food and
other pickups and deliveries, b. handicap parking, c. parking for tradesmen (plumbers, electricians,
carpenters, etc.), and d. parking for the occasional guest who does bring or rent a car. This doesn't
include the increased requirement for parking that increased restaurant operations should require.
There was sufficient parking at the rear of 27 Fair Street before the rear single-family dwelling and
Elizabethan Garden were built in 1981. The depth of the parking lot at that time was reduced from
over 30 feet to the approximately 20 feet it is currently. The building and garden also resulted in the
width of the parking lot decreasing from at least 4 cars wide to a width of about 2 1/2 cars wide which
is clearly insufficient. I have never seen 3 cars in that parking lot in the 40 years since it was built. This
has resulted in cars being illegally parked in front of my garage which means I have to hunt for the
driver in order to exit my garage. This also does not address the trash trucks which are projected to
block Hillers Lane for 5 to 10 minutes twice daily during the summer. This is a problem for the many
drivers who use Hillers Lane as a major cut through to reach Main Street from Pleasant Street. A major
revision is required to the site/parking plan to address these inadequacies in the current plan.

Construction Issues

The Planning Board should require Blue Flag Partners to fix the drainage on their site at 29 Fair Street
so that no water drains onto my land. Currently the water drains from the roof of the rear cottage at
29 Fair Street via a downspout into the area between the two cottages. The water subsequently
drained directly into my cottage cellar until it was directed 15 feet away into my back yard. Their
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building is directly on the property line. My cottage is 15 inches off the property line. It is unacceptable
that they drain the water from their site onto my land.
The Planning Board as a condition of any construction work on the exterior of the rear building at 29
Fair Street should require Blue Flag partners to post a bond to cover any damage to my cottage. I have
already had the misfortune of having to pay in full for damage to my cellar walls by the town hired
contractor when the water and sewer lines were replaced on Hillers Lane a few years ago. Having been
burned once by a contractor working near my cottage, I now expect a written commitment that Blue
Flag Partners be responsible for any damage they do to my cottage.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,
Bill and Jean Fordyce
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April 4, 2022
Dear Members of the Planning Board:
We are writing on behalf of the Executive Committee of the Woodbox Neighbors Group. We
represent over 70 individual residents of the Fair Street neighborhood, owning virtually all the
parcels in the neighborhood surrounding the former Woodbox. We are writing to express some
of our concerns about the proposal presented by Blue Flag Partners with respect to the properties
located at 27 and 29 Fair Streets. Although many of us have written separately, to both the
Planning Board and the HDC – in some cases more than once – the purpose of this letter is to
collect in a single document a number of our shared objections to the Blue Flag proposal.
We appreciate the consideration the Planning Board has already given these issues and we are
counting on your continued diligence in defense of the public interest. The comments of
individual Board Members at the March 14 hearing were encouraging in that they reflected an
appreciation of at least some of the unprecedented disruption Blue Flag’s plans would cause a
quiet, historic residential community. Most of those comments focused on the adverse
neighborhood impact of granting Blue Flag’s request to operate a restaurant at 29 Fair serving
three meals a day, with three dinner seatings, hours ranging from 7:00 am until 1:00 am, not to
mention room service trays and carts clattering across Hillers Lane and Fair Street, at hours when
neighboring residents are entitled to the quiet enjoyment of their homes. Nothing of this scale has
ever been done in the history of the Woodbox, or more recently when the restaurant was
operated as 29 Fair and/or Figs. The Woodbox served dinner, during reasonable hours, and at
some points served a weekend brunch. 29 Fair/Figs served dinner, again during reasonable
hours, and experimented briefly with breakfast, before quickly reverting to dinner only. No prior
owner has ever provided room service. The references at the hearing to the hundreds of diners
going in and out of the building under Blue Flag’s plan and the image of breakfast lines such as
those on Main Street each morning graphically illustrate how wildly inappropriate Blue Flag’s
proposal truly is. Blue Flag’s supposed “concessions” – not to seek outdoor dining, or a bar, or
expanded seating – are not concessions at all, but rather a list of proposed expansions of this nonconforming use which prior owners sought and were denied. With respect to dining, the answer
should be clear – no expansion beyond the limited indoor dinner service, during the hours that
have historically prevailed (with the possible addition of breakfast for overnight guests).
Blue Flag’s plans for lodging at these properties present another alarming set of issues. The fact
that Blue Flag has not chosen to share with the Board, much less the neighbors, the latest version
of their plan for a destination resort hotel limits our ability to be comprehensive in identifying the
problems, but they already have said enough to raise alarms. And they have not been candid in
describing their ambitions. At the hearing, for example, Mr. Guidi objected to the fact that some
of our letters referred to their project as the “Fair Street Hotel” – professing total ignorance as to
where we possibly could have gotten that idea. Apart from the fact that Blue Flag used that name
to identify the project in certain of its documents, the very drawings being presented to the Board
as Mr. Guidi spoke had the initials “FSH” printed in the margin. Perhaps that was just a
coincidence. Blue Flag’s counsel also took certain liberties with the historical record by telling
the Board that their hotel plans were not a concern because they were going to be REDUCING

the overnight lodging in the two properties from 19 rooms to 18. A review of the relevant town
records, however, shows that the total number of rooms licensed for lodging purposes in the
combined properties was only 10, not 19, and in recent years the rooms at 29 Fair were only
permitted to house staff, not guests. The relevant inquiry is not how many walls and doors might
define “rooms” in the buildings, but how many paying, overnight guests were accommodated
under prior owners. Blue Flag proposes to INCREASE the number of rooms rented by 80% -- a
dramatic change – even before you factor in the impact of combining two modest operations into
a luxury hotel and appropriating Hillers Lane as the driveway. Whether you call it the “Fair
Street Hotel” or the “Fish Lots Folly” it is clear that what Blue Flag proposes represents a
dramatic increase in the volume of human and vehicular traffic in our quiet neighborhood,
compared with anything the two properties in question have ever generated. Their “Management
Plan” admits as much.
They also offer no answer to the serious parking and delivery issues we have raised. As we
pointed out in previous submissions, Fair Street already suffers from a serious shortage of onstreet parking and is ill-equipped to handle large delivery trucks. The volume of activity Blue
Flag intends to create will exacerbate both problems, endangering the health, safety and quality
of life of all who live in the vicinity.
Another critical set of issues is presented by the structural changes Blue Flag proposes to make
to the buildings themselves. They want to tear down or modify buildings behind both 27 and 29
Fair and create new structures at 27, replacing a single-family home with three new buildings
(with a new basement running under and connecting all three). Where is the analysis of what this
means in terms of land cover and drainage, as well as the potential damage to abutting properties
and, again, disruption of a quiet residential neighborhood? We respectfully submit that the Board
and other relevant regulatory bodies have much to do – and Blue Flag has many questions to
answer -- before anyone should even contemplate proceeding with this plan.
Our purpose is not to attack Blue Flag. Whether or not they have been good neighbors on other
projects is not for us to say, and for the sake of our fellow Nantucketers we certainly hope it is
true. But we can say categorically that they have not been here. Theirs is not a public interest
mission to save the historic Woodbox, on behalf of the neighbors or anyone else. They are NOT
reMain, or the Dreamland Foundation, or the NHA or any of the wonderful not-for-profit entities
that preserve and protect what makes Nantucket special. They are a for-profit enterprise
variously described as developers or an investment fund. Their creditors expect repayment and
their investors expect a rate of return on their investment. Of course, there is nothing wrong with
engaging in development or earning a profit in the proper place and manner, but their pretense
that they are engaged in an historic preservation mission is pure fiction and insults the
intelligence of all involved. We may not yet know – because they refuse to tell us or the Planning
Board – how many guests are concealed inside their Trojan Horse, but we know it is not an
offering to the neighbors, much less the gods.
The bottom line is that Blue Flag may have made a bad economic decision. If, as Mr. Guidi said
at the last hearing, the “numbers” do not work without the Woodbox having the aggressive
dining program he outlined, then the numbers do not work. Presumably, Blue Flag will make a
similar claim about their desire to create a destination resort hotel, swallowing Hillers Lane and

providing 80% more lodging capacity than the combined authorized total for the two preexisting
establishments. Blue Flag had no right to assume that it could take two properties with
preexisting, non-conforming uses, expand the scale of both operations and then combine them
without challenges before the relevant local regulatory bodies and, if necessary, the courts. It is
not the job of either the Planning Board or the Fair Street neighbors to turn a bad bet into a
jackpot. Given the current real estate market on Nantucket, Blue Flag undoubtedly can devise an
exit strategy that leaves our historic residential neighborhood intact. If they cannot make their
business model work on the scale of the preexisting businesses, we encourage them to do just
that.
Respectfully submitted,
Executive Committee of the Woodbox Neighbors Group
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EXHIBIT A
27 & 29 Fair Street, Nantucket, Massachusetts
Nantucket Planning Board Special Permit Application
Restaurant and Guest House Management Plan
(Rules and Regulations)

1.

The Restaurant and Guest House shall conform at all times
with the conditions imposed by the Nantucket Planning Board
(the Planning Board”) in the Special Permit, as the same may
be modified and amended from time to time, and all other
applicable local, state, and federal laws, by-laws, rules,
and regulations.

2.

There shall be a maximum of twenty (20) employees on peak
shift at the Restaurant and Guest House.

3.

There shall be one employee of the Restaurant and Guest House,
who is responsible for the operations, on-site at all times
that the Restaurant and Guest House are open. The name of any
such employee and a cell phone number that may be used to
reach such employee twenty-four hours a day shall be provided
upon request to each direct abutter of the Restaurant and
Guest House, the Nantucket Police Department, the Nantucket
Building Department, the Nantucket Health Department, and the
Nantucket Planning Board. This information shall be updated
at the time of any change and shall be available at the Guest
House during its normal operating hours.

4.

The Restaurant and Guest House shall maintain an open log of
any complaints received relative to the operation and of any
action taken to abate or address any issues raised by such
complaints.

5.

All exterior lighting shall comply with the provisions of the
Nantucket Zoning By-law (the “By-law”) and Chapter 102 of the
Town Code and shall be generally directed downward and placed
so as to not be directed at any neighboring parcels.

6.

The Guest House and Restaurant shall be kept neat and clean
at all times. Laundry may continue to be done on-site or may
be done off-site in the future.
The Restaurant and Guest
House shall be serviced by a commercial refuse removal
service, with pick-up at regular, frequent intervals, as
needed (twice daily, once in the morning and once in the
afternoon) and recycling (specifically bottles and other
glass materials) will not be placed by staff into the
receptacle bins between the hours of 10:00 PM and 7:00 AM.
There will be minimal changes to the previously existing
Restaurant and Guest House delivery and garbage processes,
which shall continue to be via the service entrances on
Hiller’s Lane and Fair Street. Linens, trash, recyclables,
and food deliveries will be by hand truck via the service
entrances on Hiller’s Lane and Fair Street using existing
loading zones already in use. Receptacles will be covered
and placed so as to be screened from view.
Food may be
delivered six days per week, with a maximum of four (4)
deliveries per day.
Guest pick-up and drop-off will take
place on Hiller’s Lane.

7.

All kitchen equipment shall be vented so as to minimize any
odor or nuisance to adjacent properties. Any commercial hood
and ventilation system shall be properly cleaned, maintained,
and serviced on an annual basis.

8.

No
exterior
storage
of
furniture,
refuse,
debris,
unregistered or inoperable vehicles, or other materials
constituting a nuisance shall be permitted upon the grounds.

9.

The Guest House, through its website, in its printed
materials, and as part of the reservation process, shall
discourage Guest House guests from bringing vehicles to the
island and shall encourage Guest House guests to take
advantage of walking, bicycling, taxis, and the NRTA while on
island. There shall be bicycle storage on the Guest House
grounds for Guest House guests to use throughout their stay.
Employees shall likewise be encouraged to use the NRTA and
bicycles as transportation.
NRTA passes shall be made
available to Restaurant and Guest House staff.

10.

The Restaurant, having a total of forty-five (45) interior
seats and zero (0) exterior seats, may serve breakfast, lunch,

and dinner to the general public, with the permitted hours of
operation being daily, from 7:00 AM to 1:00 AM (approximate
range of service: breakfast 7:00 to 10:00 AM; lunch 11:30 AM
to 2 PM; and dinner 5:30 PM to 10:00 PM). Room service may
also be provided.
Food will be prepared in the on-site
commercial kitchen.
Alcoholic beverages service will be
limited to table service and performed in accordance with all
local, state, and federal laws.
11.

No loud music or noise violating Chapter 101 of the Code or
any other provisions of law from time to time in effect shall
be permitted in the Restaurant or Guest House. After 10:00
PM, televisions, stereos, and the like shall be operated so
as not audible upon any adjacent property. There shall be no
music (amplified or otherwise) outside on the Locus at any
time. The Restaurant and Guest House shall be airconditioned, and the doors and windows of all public areas of
the Guest House and Restaurant shall remain closed to prevent
any disturbance to adjacent properties.

12.

The
Restaurant and Guest House shall be responsible for
compliance with all provisions of this plan by its guests and
employees on site.

13.

This Management Plan may be modified from time to time by the
Restaurant and Guest House, provided that any such amendment
is in keeping with the spirit and intent of all approvals and
approved by the Planning Board staff, which may refer the
changes to the Planning Board for approval, with or without
public hearing, and further provided that, notwithstanding
the foregoing, any expansion of the hours of service set forth
in Paragraph 10 or changes to the limitations on music set
forth in Paragraph 11 shall require a public hearing..

14.

This Management Plan and any future revisions to it shall be
posted on the Restaurant and Guest House websites and shall
be available at the front desks of the Restaurant and Guest
House. It shall also be filed with the Nantucket Planning
Board.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Adams Baldock
Megan Trudel
27 and 29 Fair Street - corrected
Wednesday, March 9, 2022 5:38:01 PM

Thank you so much for forwarding the below to the Planning Board.
Dear Planning Board:
We are writing to object to Blue Flag's proposed change in usage of 27 and 29 Fair Street. For nearly
a decade we have lived three doors down from the Ship’s Inn on School Street/Lucretia Mott Lane.
Prior to that time, we rented a house at the very end of Fair Street for several Summers, so have
been in the neighborhood and driven the length of Fair Street and Hillers Lane for many years.
Unfortunately because Blue Flag's final plans have not been filed prior to the time we are required to
submit written comment, we are only able to address their Restaurant and Guest House Management Plan,
about which we recently learned. From a review of this document it appears they may have abandoned the
ill-conceived plan for outdoor dining and a large indoor bar. If not, please see our previously submitted
strong objections regarding those concepts. Their Management Plan, however continues to cause
significant concern.
The name Blue Flag proposes to use for the properties, "The Fair Street Hotel," says it all. It’s no longer a
bed and breakfast with relatively limited food service. They want to run a full scale, busy hotel with 18
hours of public Restaurant operation and six daily commercial drop offs and pick ups in one of the most
quiet, residential, parking-challenged neighborhoods in the Historic District. Hillers and Fair are not
commercial Centre Street or Broad Street or Easton Street. The scale of Blue Flag's proposal is outsized to
the neighborhood. Specifically, among our issues are the following:
1) Severe Parking Issue: The Fair Street Hotel proposal expands dramatically the number of non-resident
cars that are lured to the neighborhood in comparison to what the Woodbox did. The Woodbox was open
for dinner and Sunday brunch. Blue Flag proposes Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner (and room service.) Many
homes in the neighborhood either do not have off-street parking or only one small space for a house
capable of housing many drivers. Parking is extremely hard to come by. Blue Flag says they will have 20
employees. They are to be encouraged to take NRFT, but are not required - so they may drive to the
neighborhood. If they do, where will they park? Blue Flag says they will “encourage” people not to bring
cars to the Hotel. That is no guarantee and it seems people who pay the sums they intend to charge
generally want their own transportation especially to and from the beach. Where will the those up to 38 +
guests park? Where will the up to 135 people who come for Breakfast, Lunch and Dinner per day park?
2) Excessive Neighborhood Disruption/Commercial Activity Issue: The six daily commercial pick ups will be
enormously disruptive on both Hillers Lane and Fair Street. Hillers Lane is part of the primary cross street
from Pleasant to Fair which leads to homes on and off lower Fair and Main Street. It is so narrow that a
corner of 29 Fair gets clipped by vehicles from time to time. No one can pass a car stopped on that street.
Having it blocked so often is again, inconsistent with a residential neighborhood. If you live at the end of
Fair Street and trucks are blocking Fair Street, it’s a lengthy maze to get to Main Street and disrupts the
neighbors’ quiet enjoyment of their properties.

Our driveway is off of Lucretia Mott, one of the streets The Ship’s Inn uses for food and beverage deliveries
and for garbage pick up. We often have to wait while their deliveries are unloaded and garbage collected
and they don’t operate nearly as extensive a food and beverage operation as that proposed by Blue Flag.
The Ship’s Inn does not serve lunch or breakfast (other than to guests of the nine rooms in the Inn) and
serves dinner only five nights per week. The Restaurant is usually dark by 9:30 or 10. Blue Flag proposes
their Hotel to serve Breakfast, Lunch, Dinner to the public and room service 6 days a week from 7 a.m. until
1 a.m.
3) Precendent Issue: There are two other Inns in our neighborhood - - The Barnacle Inn and The Ship’s Inn.
Allowing an expansion of use at the Woodbox would seem to set a precedent upon which the other two
Inns would rely if they chose to expand their operations, bringing even greater numbers of cars and
commercial disruption to our jewel of an historic neighborhood. We respectfully suggest that in
considering the Fair Street Hotel application, the precedential impact of significantly expanding its use also
be taken into account.
The Woodbox (now proposed Fair Street Hotel) is already non-conforming as to parking and in other
material respects. We respectfully request the Planning Board not allow an expanded use that will
exacerbate this non-conformity in an already stressed quiet residential neighborhood.
Sincerely,

Michael & Jenny Baldock
7 School Street
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Troutman
Megan Trudel
Jamie Moss
27 and 29 Fair Street Hearing before the Planning Board (15 November)
Tuesday, March 8, 2022 2:20:19 PM

Hi Megan - thank you for submitting this to the Planning board for the March 14th Planning Board meeting.
Anne Troutman

Dear Members of the Planning Board,
I am writing as a long-time homeowner on Fair St., a board member of the Nantucket Preservation Trust, and
someone who has known and loved this neighborhood & the Woodbox for decades.
I am extremely distressed by Blue Flag’s proposal to turn a small B&B and a modest historic restaurant into a busy
hotel with a bar and outdoor dining on either side of a very narrow access street.
The proposal as planned is a threat to our safety and peace. (1) It will create a major increase in traffic and noise
which will adversely affect this residential neighborhood. (2) It is inappropriate to the scale of use of the street, in
effect extending intense Main St. commercial activity into a quiet residential area. (3) The (interior and exterior &
site) renovation of the historic Woodbox one of the oldest houses on the island is a threat to the character and fabric
of one of our island’s most treasured historic buildings, as well as to one of its most iconic streets.
Hillier is a busy access street linking Pleasant & Fair to Main St. and a very narrow street to boot. Fair is already
impossible to park on for half the year, and functions as a moderately used connector for service trucks from
Pleasant to Main St. Taxis lining up with patrons and luggage, and a busy bar added to that would threaten the
safety, not to mention the peace, of our residential neighborhood.
Blue Flag’s method is to consolidate-- attaining properties one by one on a street over time- they are still doing this
on India and Centre Streets, (though at least that is a fully commercial area).
If you allow this kind of development to happen unabated in residential areas you will see the emptying out of
neighborhoods in the historic district as more and more commercial enterprises like STRs, hotels, etc, claim
them as an arm of commerce. Fair St. is a residential neighborhood and cannot —and should not be forced —to
absorb a major commercial establishment of this nature.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Anne Troutman

________________________
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jay Foley
Megan Trudel
27 & 29 Fair Street – Planning Board – March 14
Wednesday, March 9, 2022 9:46:20 AM

Hi Megan,
We are writing to express our serious concern about the most recent Blue Flag proposal for 27 and
29 Fair Street.
Our home abuts the rear buildings at 27 Fair Street and we can see Hillers Lane from our living and
dining areas.
The intended use is a commercial “campus” in the Residential Old Historic (ROH) District
· An agent for Blue Flag described the project to the HDC on October 5 as a “campus”. We
believe this speaks volumes about how they intend to use the properties. The Fish Lots
contain some of the most historic and charming homes on the island. This quiet, residential
neighborhood is not the appropriate place for a sprawling resort campus.
A bar scene until 1:00 am?
· Blue Flag’s Management Plan states that dinner service will end at 10:00 pm, yet the
restaurant will remain open until 1:00 am. Clearly, they would like to keep the bar open.
· The neighbors DO NOT want another Sister Ship-style lodging and entertainment venue
like the one Blue Flag developed on Centre Street. The chef at Sister Ship was interviewed
by the Inky on August 26. The article read, in part:
“It’s like a little lounge,” Chef William Harris said. “They call it a cocktail club. A little
later at night, the music goes up a bit, the bar changes, and it’s all choreographed on
a soundtrack. Around 9:30, it picks up, becomes more of a vibe, more cocktails.”
· This type of operation and its noisy bar patrons have no place on Fair Street at 1:00 am.
The Ship’s Inn is the quintessential good neighbor
· The Ship’s Inn has been a cherished part of this neighborhood since 1913. Its operations
are quiet and unobtrusive. We frequent the candle-lit dining room and recommend it to
friends and visitors alike. The neighborhood would welcome a similar quiet, civilized
restaurant and inn at 27 and 29 Fair Street.
A massive basement. How and why?
· The latest plans call for a massive basement that will be shared by the three cottages
proposed for the back of 27 Fair Street. This basement is huge. It appears to be 125 feet
long on the north side and it spans the width of the properties at 2 Charter Street, 4 Charter
Street and 6 Charter Street.
· What’s the proposed use of the basement? More living space? Mechanicals? The
agents for Blue Flag have consistently dodged questions from neighbors about the basement
and compressors. Why?
· It may not even be possible to dig a basement on this site. When 3 Hillers Lane and 5

Hillers Lane were built in the 1970s, they weren’t able to dig basements. Even if a basement
was possible, the excavation process could be catastrophic. A 1920s retaining wall that
supports the homes at 2 Charter, 4 Charter and 6 Charter might not survive.
A new outdoor deck has been added to the plans
· The latest plans have added an outdoor deck on the west side of the cottage that abuts 6
Charter Street, 8 Charter Street and 3 Hillers Lane.
· This corner of the building has always attracted groups of guests and workers from the inn
who smoke cigarettes, cigars and marijuana. Adding an outdoor deck will only make the
problem worse and will interfere with the quiet enjoyment of surrounding properties.
· We would like Blue Flag to remove this deck. They removed a proposed outdoor deck for
the main building at 27 Fair Street in November after neighbors expressed the same concern
over attracting smokers.   
Existing traffic and safety issues would be exacerbated on Hillers Lane and beyond
· Hillers Lane is a narrow, one-way street with no sidewalks on either side. It’s a very busy
“cut through” street with dozens and dozens of cars per hour, especially from May to
October.
· Pedestrians walking on Hillers between Pine Street and Fair Street already take their lives
into their hands. This is especially true at night, when pedestrians must scramble into a
driveway or onto a doorstep in order to allow vehicles to pass. Add alcohol to the equation
and it’s even more dangerous.
· Traffic moves slowly and backs up frequently, especially at the corner of Fair Street where
Hillers Lane is only nine feet wide. The street is so narrow that the Woodbox (29 Fair Street)
is frequently hit by large passenger SUVs and commercial delivery trucks.
· The proposed development would increase traffic on Hillers Lane exponentially and cause
passenger and commercial vehicles to back up on Hillers Lane, Pine Street, High Street and
Pleasant Street to the detriment of the entire historic Fish Lots neighborhood.
Thank you and looking ahead with Blue Flag
The buildings at 27 Fair and 29 Fair have been seriously neglected for years. We welcome the new
owners and the prospect of returning the properties to their former historic glory, however the
project must fit appropriately into the ROH neighborhood without creating zoning, safety, traffic,
construction and noise issues.
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Jay Foley
Harris Doliner
8 Charter Street
Nantucket
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Seay
Megan Trudel
Letter to the Planning Board Regarding 27-29 Fair Street
Wednesday, March 9, 2022 1:25:48 PM

To: the Members of the Nantucket Planning Board
As residents of 36 Fair Street, when we first heard that the property at 29 Fair Street had sold
we were optimistic that finally something would be done to rescue this historic site from total
ruin. However, we were extremely upset as plans were revealed to change the quaint, historic
Woodbox Inn to a modern boutique hotel.
Just the name that Blue Flag has chosen - Fair Street Hotel - is telling. The new owners intend
to change it from an Inn which is by definition a “small pub or eating establishment with a few
rooms for rent,” to a hotel which is a "large facility offering rooms, dining services, bars, and
related services, usually in a downtown area."
The scope of this proposed project along with 27 Fair Street is much too large for our quiet,
residential street. The following are huge concerns for us:
The fact that the hotel will be offering breakfast, lunch, and dinner means constant
coming and going by restaurant customers, in addition to the hotel guests, not only on
foot but also in cars.
Along with the customer traffic, Blue Flag states that there will be food delivery trucks
up to 4 times a day, every day, as well as garbage trucks, recycling trucks, service
trucks, etc.
With already limited parking spaces on our street, there is nowhere for customers to
park, much less the delivery trucks who will park on the sidewalk on the east side of the
street.
It appears that Blue Flag has shown a complete failure to engage in good faith regarding the
legitimate concerns of the neighbors. We can only see this large venture as a nightmare
scenario for our beautiful, quiet neighborhood, representing a far-reaching escalation of any
previous operation there.
Respectfully,
Carolyn and William Seay
36 Fair Street
--

William Seay
3709 Normandy Avenue¦Dallas, Texas 75205-2104
36 Fair Street¦Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554-3740
office 214/526-1506¦mobile 214/729-6400
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From:
To:
Date:

suelingeman@gmail.com
Megan Trudel
Thursday, November 11, 2021 3:16:56 PM

I am writing on behalf of my beloved 1740 George Folger House at 10 Ash St. The preciousness of old houses,their
relevance to our unique history and their dwindling #’s as victims of modernization,has been brought into focus by
the proposed changes to the historic Woodbox.       If the current plans for the Brotherhood are accepted,my house
and the entire historic neighborhood,spared by the fire of 1846,would be unlivable and ultimately fall into
disrepair.        Should an entire neighborhood be made to suffer and forced to accept the detrimental effects of the
current wave of Nantucket expansion fever? Keeping the 2015 agreement in place would maintain the status quo.    
Please do so!             Respectfully submitted,
                                           Sue Lingeman
________________________
This email was scanned by Bitdefender

THE NANTUCKET CIVIC LEAGUE

To: Nantucket Planning Board

December 29, 2021

cc: Town Manager Libby Gibson
Dear Board Members:
At the direction of the Nantucket Civic League’s Executive Committee, we wrote to you on
November 8, 2021 to register our objections to the nature of the planning applications for 23 Broad
Street (Brotherhood of Thieves) and 29 & 31 Fair Street (former Woodbox). Since then, the new
owners of the 23 Broad Street property have scaled back their plans for increased outdoor guest
capacity.
As we noted in our prior letter, the Civic League supports rational growth and re-development of
enterprises on the Island. However, we object to proposals that fail to take into account the needs of
nearby residents and businesses.
Our specific objections to these applications focus on three foreseeable repercussions: (1) increased
noise well beyond the property boundaries; (2) increased street congestion and reduced parking
availability, caused by expanded public use of these properties; and (3) conspicuous loss of historic
elements that are apparent in the current structures, including their historic interiors.
The modifications proposed by the 23 Broad Street owners fall short of mitigating the three concerns
we set forth above. For that reason, the Civic League reiterates our objections to this proposal. We
do so on behalf of any residential neighborhood that may be so affected, today or in the future. The
Planning Board should not disregard the needs of residential neighbors, their proximate family
environments, and their unique historic character. These are unalterable standards, rooted in shared
principles common to all residents of our 24 Civic League neighborhood associations.
We urge necessary modifications, to bestow upon these new owners the commercial benefits of
ownership while safeguarding the historic character of the residential environments of their
immediate neighbors.
Sincerely,

Peter A. Morrison, Co-President

Charles Stott, Co-President

The Nantucket Civic League represents 25 neighborhood associations and over 2000 dues-paying families,
Its mission is to protect Nantucket’s unique heritage, enhance the quality of island life,
and serve our neighborhoods through informed community participation in civic affairs.
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FW: research - 27 and 29 Fair
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fyi
From: Holly Backus
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 4:06 PM
To: Andrew Vorce <AVorce@nantucket-ma.gov>
Subject: FW: research - 27 and 29 Fair
FYI – re Woodbox and the like’s future PB application
Holly E. Backus
Preservation Planner**
Local CLG Coordinator
Local Hazard Mitigation Plan Coordinator
Town of Nantucket
hbackus@nantucket-ma.gov
HDC Advisory Board meetings can be accessed here:
SCONSET ADVISORY (SAB)
HISTORIC STRUCTURES (HSAB)

**Staff liaison to the Nantucket Historic District Commission (HDC) & Nantucket Historical Commission (NHC)**

From: Mary Bergman <mbergman@nantucketpreservation.org>
Sent: Monday, November 1, 2021 11:12 AM
To: Holly Backus <hbackus@nantucket-ma.gov>
Subject: FW: research - 27 and 29 Fair

From: Esta-Lee Stone <estastone38@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, October 31, 2021 5:30 PM
To: beverely Dammin <Beverlydammin@comcast.net>; Katherine Cheek <kathycheek@me.com>;
Elizabeth Grubbs <egrubbs@sconsettrust.org>; Jascin Finger <jfinger@mariamitchell.org>;
Rose,Kimberly N <kimberlyrose@ufl.edu>; Rita Carr <rcarr@nantucketpreservation.org>; Michael
Harrison <mharrison@nha.org>; liz hillger <finallyliz@yahoo.com>

Subject: Fwd: research - 27 and 29 Fair
Dear Friends:
I am writing to encourage you to email Kadeem McCarthy to express your concern about the
proposed changes to the Woodbox. I agree it is time to be a barrier and ask your colleagues and
friends to also do so. Thanks for considering my request.

Begin forwarded message:
From: Hillary Hedges Rayport <hrayport@mac.com>
Subject: FW: research - 27 and 29 Fair
Date: October 31, 2021 at 9:35:12 AM EDT
To: Esta-Lee Stone <estastone38@gmail.com>
Hi Esta-Lee,
Thanks for your email regarding whom to complain to about the Woodbox. The answer
is Kadeem McCarthy, administrator for the HDC, can receive and forward letters of
concern to the HDC. I did some work on this this weekend and I’m hoping the HDC will
stop hearing this application pending approval with the Planning Board. See my
narrative below – shared with the Chair of HSAB and Mary Bergman. HSAB will hear
this application tomorrow.
According to their marketing materials, Blue Flag is a $400M Real Estate investment
firm whose strategy is to develop “unique opportunities in high barrier-to-entry
markets among some of the most sought after locations in the U.S.”
They own eight guest houses, and five rental/ownership communities, and likely zero
authentic historic interiors on Nantucket.
Time to be the barrier.
Hillary
_________
The application for renovation of 27 and 29 Fair Street is premature to come to the
HDC. The situation is extremely concerning. Frankly, I’m alarmed.
Firstly, the structures at 27 Fair St facing Hiller’s Lane are restricted by a special permit.
The addition and former shed were all permitted as a dwelling for the owner when
they were constructed in 1994, and they cannot be rented as guest rooms. That and
the date of the structures (1981 and 1994) is all very clear in the deeds. The applicant is
certainly aware. I suspect they are trying to clear the lots so they can go to the Planning
Board with a blank slate.

Though 29 Fair St has rented guest rooms in the past, it is not clear if the number of
guest rooms Blue Flag has scoped out will be allowed. 27 Fair Street evolved into a
rooming house in 1976 when Tim Soverino, who did not own the house but was a
lessor, was approved to rent four rooms. Someone will need to look at the permitting
for this property and how many rooms are actually allowed for rent.
Regarding the Woodbox, in 2000 there were two small rooms only. It wasn’t a hotel.
According to the neighbors’ testimony, it has been recently used as staff housing,
which is of course sorely needed on Nantucket. Someone will have to look into whether
there are any business permits for guest rooms at all. If “Inn” is a non-conforming use
and it hasn’t been used as an Inn in over 10 years, can it still be a guest house? I don’t
know.
Blue Flag will need to negotiate an MCD with the planning board achieve the expansive
luxury resort they have in mind. There is a LOT of work to determine allowable ground
cover, number of rooms, number of seats in restaurants, music programming, use of
outdoor space, owners apartment, etc. It will be a protracted negotiation.
It’s worth noting that Blue Flag owns the former Century House, now Life House, which
also had a caretaker’s apartment. After operating Life House for a season, Blue Flag
went back to the Planning Board to request to convert the apartment to guest rooms.
The neighbors, who had filed many complaints about perpetual noise at Life House,
discovered the change in use and objected.
This is all a long way of saying: it would be a tragedy if the HDC permitted any
demolitions or alterations to accommodate a profoundly expanded use that has not
yet, and may never be, allowed by the Planning Board. The proposed alterations will
result in the loss of an iconic and deeply historic interior of one of Nantucket’s oldest
existing buildings – older than our country – as well as demolition of charming
outbuildings that were designed to respect the pattern of form and mass in the Historic
Town and currently contribute to the ambiance of the neighborhood in a way that this
new building will not. The expansion plans obliterate the important rooflines and add
massive structures on footprints that have more than maxed out existing allowable
groundcover, to say nothing of the interior of the Woodbox, some elements of which
have endured for more than 300 years.
Research attached.

__________________
Hillary Hedges Rayport
hrayport@mac.com
(617) 697-6429
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27 Fair St: Search of deeds and newspaper:
Owned by Robert Ray and Jane Richmond. See will of Lelia Ray: Book 99 page 239 (deed not
found)
Claire Murray purchases 27 Fair Street from Robert Ray and Jane Richmond on June 28, 1977.
27 Fair was owned by Robert Ray’s grandparents, Mr. & Mrs. Earl S. Ray. Earl Ray was a
Nantucket native, a carpenter, who had served in both World Wars.
The property is described as having 8,730 sq. ft.
It was bordered on the West by land owned by Harold A. and Alice Collins.
The sq. footage indicates it was purchased with the property on Hillers Lane
Book 159 page 260
2/23/78: note in the I&M re: Planning Board: two lots on Hiller’s Lane with existing buildings
were endorsed to Richard H. and Clara A. Murray
Plan of land: dated 2/21/77 Plans no. 20 Page 11.
Prepared for Claire Murray. Showing 27 Fair St and adjacent lot on Hillers with a total of 8740
sq. ft. and a 1 story wood frame garage and separate 1 story wood frame dwelling and attached
garage on rear lot.
5/19/77 note in I&M
Select Board approved a lodging House license for Richard H. and Claire Murray at 27 Fair St.
I&M notes: 1/18/79
Planning board notes. Claire Murray seeks to convert existing garage into an annex to an
existing guest house. The garage faces Hillers Lane. Wants to convert the garage to a two story
building which would provide two more guest rooms to rent as well as an apartment, and
parking for 5-6 vehicles. 4 parties opposed based on congestion in the area.
January 2, 1980: covenant record Claire Murray agrees, under the terms of a building permit,
that lots land on Hillers Lane, lots 1 and 2 on plan 20 p. 11, will not be conveyed separately.
Note in the I&M 6/11/1981
Dispute over maintaining enough on site parking: “She owns a guest house, a single family
dwelling, and a property on Hillers Lane and Fair Street. The guest house has been in existence
for many years while the single family house is new…Robert Ray, whose family owned the guest
house before Ms. Murray, testified that there were 5 small garages on the property for many
years and they were mostly used to store lumber and equipment.” Murray turned the parking
area into a garden.
12/11/86 Murray transfers property to 31 India Associates and Robert Gaw.

Note in paper 12/30/93: notice for Planning Board (006-94) seeking relief by special permit
under Nantucket Zoning Bylaw (alteration or extension of a preexisting nonconforming
structure) to allow the construction of an addition that would connect an existing single family
dwelling and an existing storage shed. Applicants propose to convert the storage shed into a
bedroom and bathroom. Recorded Map 42.3.2. and parcel 193.1 and 193.2 as shown on Plan
Book 20, page 11, Lots 1 and 2. Zone is ROH.
Land Records: 1/14/94 Book 0438 Page 070
Stuart Gaw was granted a special variance by the Zoning Board of Appeals to convert the
unpermitted storage shed into a dwelling and to construct an addition linking a said dwelling to
adjacent 1981 pre-existing non conforming residence in which up to 4 rooms had occasionally
been rented. Permission was granted as long as the converted storage shed was not to be
rented.
27 Fair St. 09/02/97
Stuart Gaw applied for an addition. Asymmetrical roof pitch. Awkward way to add on to a
building. Hold for revisions. Suggested a dormer on existing roof instead.
Approved 10/28/97 as a dormer with required 3’ setback
10/26/98 – Stuart Gaw sold both 27 Fair and 31 India to Magnolia Realty Trust (Peter Karlson).
Book 0597 and 247.
Notes the 1994 special permit and a 12/9/85 special permit Book 242 page 56 (this special
permit refers to 31 India St. which limited the use to 6 guest rooms).
Deed: 4/14/2021
Sale from Magnolia Realty Trust (Peter Karlson, Trustee) to 27 Fair St. LLC was pursuant to the
special permit of 1/14/1994, a covenant (deed references incorrect date for covenant – is 1980)
Also paid 2 years back taxes.
29 Fair St.
Sold 6/23/2006 by Dexter Tutein to Dahlia Associates LLC (Peter Karlson trustee).
Special permit dated 8/25/2000 granting an expansion of seating in the restaurant from 30 to
45 seats based on pre-existing use and no detriment to the neighborhood. Also, waiving the
requirement for 2 off-street parking spots. Indicates that in the 1980s, a bedroom that had
been used by a family member was converted to dining, and the restaurant had been operating
at a capacity of 45 seats for 20 years. Permit notes that the structure is non-conforming as to
groundcover, occupying 54% vs. allowable 50%. Refers to structure as a “restaurant/inn” but
does not mention the number of guest rooms.
Property Sold 4/15/21 to 27 Fair St. LLC.

27 Fair Street – Back buildings facing Hillers Lane

These segments are
restricted from rental

Existing 1981 guest house annex. 1994
addition was allowed under special Permit
granted by ZBA to relieve hardship of
owner and family requiring larger on-site
housing. Restricted from room rental due
to concerns about congestion, use.

Existing – 1981 and 1994
structures retain traditional
historic Nantucket massing and
rooflines

Proposed – massive expansion of footprint that was
previously restricted because of congestion in the
neighborhood and desire to limit guest quarters.

Resort-style residential
construction destroys
sympathetic rooflines. Loss of
open space in crowded OHD.

27 Fair Street: Historic structure facing Fair Street.

27 Fair Street Main historic
building - existing

27 Fair Street proposed – demo rear ell, add
second story and deck. Lot is non-conforming as to
groundcover and neighborhood is extremely
congested.

29 Fair Street “The Woodbox”

29 Fair Street existing. Deeply historic
building – one of the oldest standing
on Nantucket. This lot has 54%
groundcover, but because building is
attenuated at rear, it is charming
rather than massive and retains light
and air in this congested
neighborhood.

29 Fair Street proposed. Partial demolition of a
deeply historic building. Iconic roofline is lost.
Massive structure overwhelms lot and
neighborhood. Rare historic interior, portions
of which have endured for over 300 years, is
gutted.

THE NANTUCKET CIVIC LEAGUE

November 7, 2021
To:
Nantucket Planning Board
cc:
Town Manager Libby Gibson
Date: November 8, 2021

The Nantucket Civic League Executive Committee, meeting on November 6, 2021, unanimously directed the
undersigned Co-Presidents to register its objections to the nature of the applications for 23 Broad Street
(Brotherhood of Thieves) and 29-31 Fair Street (formerly The Woodbox). The Civic League supports rational
growth and re-development of enterprises on the Island. However, we object to proposals that subordinate or
disregard the needs of residential neighbors, their proximate family environments, and the historic character
of those environments.
Our specific objections to these applications focus on three foreseeable repercussions: (1) increases in noise
well beyond the above two property boundaries; (2) increased street congestion and reduced parking
availability, caused by expanded public use of these properties; and (3) conspicuous loss of historic elements
that are apparent in the current structures, including their historic interiors.
Noise (defined as “unwanted sound”) will emanate from both amplified entertainment in outdoor spaces and
patrons’ vocalizations in crowded outdoor spaces, including public sidewalks. We request that the Planning
Board review this proposal for outdoor entertainment and an expanded service area, seeking modifications to
cap unwanted sound at currently prevailing levels of intensity and duration. This necessary step will benefit
patrons of adjacent hotels and residents on Ash Lane, Water, Center, and intersecting streets.
Congestion tied to intensified use would impair Broad Street, itself often congested and especially vulnerable
to repercussions of intensified public use. Traffic congestion occasioned by passenger loading and unloading
of the proposed Cisco Brewery shuttle could have unforeseen consequences, e.g., transitory episodes of traffic
gridlock, possibly spilling over into adjacent streets in busy summer months. Likewise, the proposed major
expansion of the restaurant situated at 29-31 Fair Street (a narrow and historic street) threatens unforeseeable
traffic and parking congestion. At both these locations, thorough analyses of unforeseen congestion effects
are needed.
Loss of Historic Elements is epitomized by the proposed transformation of The Brotherhood (situated at 23
Broad Street), including its interior dining room. This building should be insulated from any plan to alter its
historic character, as should the Woodbox Inn properties on Fair Street, dating back to the mid-18th century
(source: Clay Lancaster, The Architecture of Historic Nantucket). These properties define the historic character
of their neighborhoods and ought to be preserved, apart from necessary code-compliance modifications.
In summary, the Civic League registers its unanimous objections to these proposals, which now disregard the
needs of residential neighbors, their proximate family environments, and their unique historic character. We
urge necessary modifications, to bestow upon their new owners the commercial benefits of ownership while
safeguarding the historic character of the residential environments of their immediate neighbors.
Sincerely

Peter A. Morrison, Co-President

Charles Stott, Co-President

The Nantucket Civic League represents 25 neighborhood associations and over 2000 dues-paying families,
Its mission is to protect Nantucket’s unique heritage, enhance the quality of island life,
and serve our neighborhoods through informed community participation in civic affairs.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Anne Troutman
Megan Trudel
27 and 29 Fair Street Hearing before the Planning Board (15 November)
Sunday, November 7, 2021 5:20:19 PM

Dear Members of the Planning Board,
I am writing as a long-time homeowner on Fair St., a board member of the Nantucket Preservation Trust, and
someone who has known and loved this neighborhood & the Woodbox for decades.
I am extremely distressed by Blue Flag’s proposal to turn a small B&B and a modest historic restaurant into a busy
hotel with a bar and outdoor dining on either side of a very narrow access street.
The proposal as planned is a threat to our safety and peace. (1) It will create a major increase in traffic and noise
which will adversely affect this residential neighborhood. (2) It is inappropriate to the scale of use of the street, in
effect extending intense Main St. commercial activity into a quiet residential area. (3) The (interior and exterior &
site) renovation of the historic Woodbox one of the oldest houses on the island is a threat to the character and fabric
of one of our island’s most treasured historic buildings, as well as to one of its most iconic streets.
Hillier is a busy access street linking Pleasant & Fair to Main St. and a very narrow street to boot. Fair is already
impossible to park on for half the year, and functions as a moderately used connector for service trucks from
Pleasant to Main St. Taxis lining up with patrons and luggage, and a busy bar added to that would threaten the
safety, not to mention the peace, of our residential neighborhood.
Blue Flag’s method is to consolidate-- attaining properties one by one on a street over time- they are still doing this
on India and Centre Streets, (though at least that is a fully commercial area).
If you allow this kind of development to happen unabated in residential areas you will see the emptying out of
neighborhoods in the historic district as more and more commercial enterprises like STRs, hotels, etc, claim
them as an arm of commerce. Fair St. is a residential neighborhood and cannot —and should not be forced —to
absorb a major commercial establishment of this nature.
Thank you for your consideration.
Respectfully,
Anne Troutman
________________________
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Bill Seay
Megan Trudel
27 and 29 Fair Street
Sunday, November 7, 2021 12:32:58 AM

Dear Megan Trudel,
Please know that my wife and I are very concerned about and most definitely
against the changes to 27 and 29 Fair because of the negative consequences it will
have on this residential neighborhood. Blocked streets during the day, noise and
commotion late at night and traffic all the time will negatively affect and indeed
change the character of our lovely street. And all of this will be happening around
one of the most historically significant buildings on the island.
We urge you to disallow so many changes to the interior of 29 Fair and particularly
to disallow a bar area.
Respectfully,
--

William Seay
3709 Normandy Avenue¦Dallas, Texas 75205-2104
36 Fair Street¦Nantucket, Massachusetts 02554-3740
office 214/526-1506¦mobile 214/729-6400
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jennifer Adams Baldock
Megan Trudel
27 and 29 Fair Street
Sunday, November 7, 2021 6:35:24 AM

Thank you so much for forwarding the below to the Planning Board.
Dear Planning Board:
We are writing to object to the proposed change in usage of 27 and 29 Fair Street. We live
three doors down from the Ship’s Inn on School Street/Lucretia Mott Lane, and have for
nearly a decade. Prior to that, we rented a house on Fair Street for multiple years so have been
in the neighborhood for some time.
We are most concerned about the proposed outdoor dining and conversion of the previous
front room of the restaurant into a bar. We note that despite their assertion that the number of
tables will not increase – patrons surely will. As everyone knows, people eat at the bar and
non-eating patrons at bars are usually numerous. The bar patron numbers appear not to be
included in their statement of usage.
The Fair Street environs are the quintessential historic Nantucket residential neighborhood.
We are not commercial Center Street where the Blue Flag owners have created outside dining
outside a former commercial building. The Ship’s Inn may create some noise from garbage
trucks picking up their bottles in the morning, but they are an example of what a restaurant can
and should be in a residential neighborhood. They have no outside dining and no large bar.
They are largely quiet and non-disruptive and respectful of the residential area in which they
reside. The Woodbox (as 29 Fair was previously called) and 29 Fair restaurant were
consistent with The Ship’s Inn in their respect for and impact upon their neighbors.
An outdoor dining area and expanded bar at 27/29 Fair will result in noise and disruption
entirely inconsistent with and unprecedented in our historic residential area. Moreover, the
large bar area will inevitably result in more car traffic and demand for parking in an area that
can hardly accommodate the on-street parking required by residents who mostly do not have
off-street parking sufficient for their needs. The late-night bar patrons are also likely to create
great disturbance in a neighborhood that no one expects to be loud and commercial.
Our neighborhood is quiet and peaceful and we are respectful of each other. We all live here
because we can enjoy tranquil days and evenings in our homes and yards and on our decks.
The new owners of 29 Fair appear to be trying to replicate the formula they have pursued at
their busy downtown restaurants which is entirely inappropriate in a residential area.  If the
27/29 Fair proposed changes were approved, at a minimum they would take away our
enjoyment of outdoor living, especially in the evenings.
We urge the Planning Board to make the decision to retain our historic residential district the
residential district as it has been for more than two hundred years, and to keep 29 Fair as a
small and intimate indoor restaurant with no bar or outdoor seating.
Respectfully,

Michael & Jenny Baldock
7 School Street
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Lucinda Constable Ballard
7 Darling Street
Nantucket, MA 02554
The Nantucket Planning Board
c/o Megan Trudel
mtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov
Re: 27 Fair St. LLC/ Special Permit
To Whom It May Concern:
I reside at 7 Darling Street which I have owned, with my husband, for more than 25 years.
We spend approximately six months of the year there. We chose the property because, although it is in town, the neighborhood is
quiet and the traffic on Darling Street is light, making the street safe for children. Traffic is minimal during the evening. Darling is a
no-parking street which contributes to the tranquility.
Our property extends in the back to Hillers Street which we can access through a gate in our back yard.
Hillers is extremely narrow. There is no sidewalk. One is not at ease walking down Hillers where there is no sidewalk but plenty of
on-going traffic. As it gets closer to Fair Street, Hillers gets even narrower in a somewhat claustrophobic tunnel effect.
,
I strongly object to the application for a special permit submitted by 27 Fair St. LLC for the following reasons.
Noise: A bar at 29 Fair could quite easily result in overflow to the street; this along with proposed outdoor dining would
unquestionably produce unwanted noise in the neighborhood. I can testify to the fact that noise does indeed travel among our
cluster of homes, but this is not the norm, and we like it that way! The proposal for 29 Fair makes unwanted noise in the evening
the new norm. Additionally, taxis and Ubers travelling down Hillers, depositing or waiting for guests, would add to the noise, as
would delivery trucks.
Traffic/Congestion Hillers simply cannot sustain the inevitable increase in traffic, whether it is guests coming and going or constant
deliveries. There is no room to pull over; there could and would be traffic pile-up and all the frustration that goes along with it.
Safety: The idea of people entering 29 Fair through a gate on Hillers is a safety hazard. There simply is no room there for safe
crossing.
Quality of Life: The is no doubt that the current proposal for a special permit by 27 Fair St. LLC would change the character of
beloved neighborhood, significantly disrupting the tranquility that we, the residents, cherish. This should not be allowed to happen.
Outdoor dining and bars do not belong in this neighborhood any more than they belong on other residential streets, such as India
Street, Lily Street, etc. The original owners of the Woodbox at 29 Fair St. understood this and respected the sanctity of the
neighborhood. The current owners of the Ships Inn also understand this. We ask the current owners of 27 and 29 Fair Street to
understand and respect this as well.
I urge the Nantucket Planning Board to reject the submitted application for a special permit. Let us stop capitulating to ambitious
developers at the expense of historical neighborhoods and their residents.
Respectfully submitted,
Lucinda Ballard

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ken Beaugrand
Megan Trudel
Ken Beaugrand; Gussie Beaugrand (gussie@beaugrand.net)
27 and 29 Fair Street Hearing before the Planning Board
Sunday, November 7, 2021 2:29:12 PM

Dear Members of the Planning Board,
My wife and I have lived in the Fish lots on both Fair and Farmer Streets first as summer visitors and
now for more than a quarter century as full-time, year-round residents. To say that we and many of
our neighbors were SHOCKED at the proposed transition for both 27 and 29 Fair Street is at best an
understatement. It is an overwhelming and inappropriate intrusion into this quiet, historic
neighborhood as well as what seems to be a devastating alteration to the historically significant
Woodbox Inn.
The proposal is so outrageous as to be insulting to the historical fabric of the neighborhood as well
as the island.   We, and many of the residents of the neighborhood, care about our quality of life and
are concerned about many of the implications of this proposal: noise, traffic, parking, trash removal,
kitchen mechanics noise, lighting, etc.. There are so many things wrong with the concept it is hard
to know where to start. Therefore, we will focus on just two points.
1. Our greatest concern is the proposal to demolish and re-build rather than to restore portions of
the iconic structure at 29 Fair Street – the over-300-year-old former Woodbox Inn – in order to
add an enclosed interior courtyard, a bar area within the building as well as a patio for outdoor
dining.
2. Secondly, as mentioned above, the additional traffic (pedestrians and cars) that will be generated
by this proposed project will intrude on our evening and weekend peace and quiet. There is no
provision for additional off-street parking nor for the additional provision deliveries. The
congestion that will be the result will simply overwhelm the area where summer on-street parking
is already difficult to find. Any addition to traffic on Hiller’s Lane is a particular concern as it is a
very narrow, much-travelled laneway.
We are sure that you will hear about many other issues and concerns that are totally inappropriate
for this project in our area. We ask that you ensure that any changes allowed are consistent with
the history and the character of the Fish Lots that were created by the Proprietors in 1717 as the
second major division of land at the site of the present town.
Thank you for your consideration of our and the community’s concerns.
Ken Beaugrand
Gussie (Barnard) Beaugrand
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Thomas Bologna
Megan Trudel
Public Notice regarding the 27 Fair Street, LLC – 27 & 29 Fair Street
Sunday, November 7, 2021 11:13:37 AM

Members of the Nantucket Planning Board,
We received your Public Notice regarding the 27 Fair Street, LLC – 27 & 29 Fair Street. My
wife, Kathy and I own the home on 30 Fair Street, across the street from 29 and 27 Fair street.
We have owned the house since 1999.
When I learned about the changes under review I was quite surprised and upset for a number
of reasons, not the least of which is my concern of how the property would be transformed
into something that would greatly alter the residential, historic and overall character of the
neighborhood.  We specifically purchased our home in the historic district to avoid what is
under review while having close proximity to town.  More specifically:
1. The Applicant is not requesting a minor modification. It a major change of use, scale and
allocation of space for new purposes including, but not limited to, a sizeable and dedicated bar
area.
2. Having a bar where the main dining room is now located, in and of itself, will totally
change the character of the neighborhood. It would take the old Woodbox to a level beyond
its intent and then some.  The plan calls for converting the existing main dining room (i.e. in
the area with the fireplace which is on the corner of Fair Street and Hillers Lane) into a
dedicated sizable bar area. I can tell you from personal experience - when 29 Fair was
operating as a restaurant its guests would often sit on our front porch waiting for a table and at
times the disturbance was too much to contend with.  We often had to go out of our house or
yard and politely ask people to be considerate of the neighborhood.  Additionally, it was not
uncommon when guests exited the restaurant after having perhaps too much wine for the noise
and commotion to escalate to the point where it would wake up our daughter, even with the
windows closed, and this would go on long after the restaurant was closed.  One could only
imagine how terrible it would be if the restaurant were now to have a sizeable and dedicated
bar.  The situation would be totally intolerable.   I would go so far as to say the neighborhood
would be destroyed.
3. Looking at the requested greatly expanded use of 29 and 27 Fair Street is almost as if the
plan is to build a derivative of the Sconset Summer House or the Centre Street Faraway
complex/resort on Fair Street.  If my wife, daughter and I, or our neighbors, wanted to live in
such a neighborhood we would not have purchased a home on Fair Street or the surrounding
area.
4. The amount of people, related noise and traffic on Fair Street, Plum Lane, Hillers Lane and
the surrounding streets would be incredible, not to mention the impact from food and other
delivery trucks. When my wife and daughter are on the Island for most of the summer, the
challenge with deliveries has not been trivial, but manageable because of their limitations.
Even with the relatively small size of the old Woodbox, or 29 Fair, delivery trucks would
often drive within inches of our front porch.  It was not uncommon for a truck to hit our front
porch or the fencing on the corner of Plum Lane and Fair Street.  Additionally, our driveway
was often blocked so we would have to wait for a truck to leave before exiting or entering our

driveway.  Imagine all the food and other delivery trucks going down Plum Lane, Fair Street,
etc. with the expanded use and I expect increased business with what is requested …… and
this is when the restaurant is closed.  The proposed plan for 29 and 27 Fair Street changes the
neighborhood throughout the day, evening and night, not just the evening and night.
5. The Application requests the management of 27 and 29 Fair Street as “one business entity”
which again supports its use and scope will be expanded far beyond what is appropriate for the
neighborhood.  The complications and concerns regarding safety should not be underestimated
for a simple reason - 27 and 29 Fair Street are separated by Hillers Lane, a narrow and busy
street which I know well.  Having owned 30 Fair Street for over 20 years I can tell you, first
hand, it is a narrow busy street.  It leads directly to the front door of my house.  I know the
traffic pattern and intensity well.    
6. The Applicant is also requesting to demolish and re-build portions of the old Woodbox.  I
suggest it should be “restored” rather than demolished.  The Woodbox is a 300 year old
building which is unique to the fabric and history of Nantucket.  It should be preserved and not
have parts of it demolished and re-built.
I sincerely feel Nantucket is a special place because it has not become remotely likely the
Hamptons, or similar vacation areas. I believe Nantucket has successfully preserved its
unique historic heritage and character because it has not allowed areas like Fair Street to
become commercialized beyond their original intent and purpose. We have the White
Elephant and other hotels and restaurants in the appropriate areas of town. Transforming the
old Woodbox and 27 Fair Street into a complex/resort that goes far beyond the intent of its
existing business I believe will destroy the historic and unique character of a wonderful
residential and historic neighborhood.
  
Thank you for your attention and consideration.
Best,
Thomas Bologna
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cornelia
Megan Trudel
27 & 29 Fair Street
Saturday, November 6, 2021 12:52:09 PM

To the Nantucket Planning Board:
After reviewing the related documents regarding the above subject matter, I strongly object to
the applicant's request to demolish parts of 29 Fair in order to renovate this historic structure.
Furthermore, installing a patio for outdoor dining is a horrific idea. Several years ago when the
unapproved existing patio was created for outdoor dining use, the noise level was awful
and unacceptable, ruining our neighborhood's peace and quiet. Fortunately the Board shut that
down within weeks.
Please retain the historic 29 Fair Street building as best you are able, and more importantly
preserve our neighborhood's serenity against the inevitable loud, intrusive and obnoxious
noise that comes with public outdoor dining. Deny the applicant's request to have outdoor
dining.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter,
Cornelia Bowen
11 Darling Street
Nantucket
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Foley Jay
Megan Trudel
27 & 29 Fair Street - Planning Board Meeting
Monday, November 8, 2021 10:26:51 AM

Hi Megan,
We are writing to express our serious concern about the Blue Flag proposal for 27 and 29 Fair
Street.
Our home abuts the rear buildings at 27 Fair Street and we can see Hillers Lane from our living
and dining areas.
The intended use is a commercial “campus” in the Residential Old Historic (ROH) District.
· An agent for Blue Flag described the project to the HDC on October 5 as a “campus”.
We believe this speaks volumes about how they intend to use the properties. The Fish
Lots contain some of the most historic and charming homes on the island. This is not
the appropriate area of town for another Sister Ship-style lodging and entertainment
complex like the one Blue Flag developed on Centre Street.
Existing traffic and safety issues would be exacerbated by the walkway and registration
drop-off in the middle of Hillers Lane.
· The proposal to link 27 Fair and 29 Fair with a walkway in the middle of Hillers Lane
would create serious traffic and safety issues.
· Hillers Lane is a narrow, one-way street with no sidewalks on either side. It’s a very
busy “cut through” street with dozens and dozens of cars per hour, especially from
May to October. Pedestrians walking on Hillers between Pine and Fair Streets already
take their lives in their hands. This is especially true at night, when pedestrians must
scramble in the darkness to find a driveway or doorstep in order to allow vehicles to
pass. Add alcohol to the equation and it’s even more dangerous.
· Traffic moves slowly and backs up frequently, especially at the corner of Fair Street
where Hillers Lane is only nine feet wide. The street is so narrow that The Woodbox is
frequently hit by large passenger SUVs and commercial delivery trucks.
· The proposed development — especially the registration drop-off in the middle of
Hillers Lane — would cause traffic to back up on Hillers Lane, Pine Street and High
Street to the detriment of the entire Fish Lots neighborhood.
  

Outdoor dining would have a detrimental effect on the ROH neighborhood.
· Outdoor dining would increase the noise and light pollution to the detriment of all
residents in the historic Fish Lots neighborhood.
· The Ships Inn has been a cherished part of this neighborhood since 1913. Its
operations are quiet and unobtrusive. There is no outdoor dining or big bar scene.
They are the quintessential good neighbors. We frequent the candle-lit dining room
and recommend it constantly to friends and visitors alike. We would welcome a similar
operation at new The Woodbox.
Thank you and looking ahead with Blue Flag.
The buildings at 27 Fair and 29 Fair have been seriously neglected for years. We welcome the
new owners and the prospect of returning the properties to their former historic glory,
however the project must fit appropriately into the ROH neighborhood without creating
safety, traffic and noise issues.  
Thank you for the opportunity to comment.
Jay Foley
Harris Doliner
8 Charter Street
Nantucket
******************************
This e-mail, including attachments, contains information that is confidential
and may be protected by the attorney/client or other privileges. This e-mail
, including attachments, constitutes non-public information intended to be
conveyed only to the designated recipient(s). If you are not an intended
recipient, please delete this e-mail, including attachments, and notify me. The
unauthorized use, dissemination, distribution or reproduction of this e-mail
, including attachments, is prohibited and may be unlawful.
******************************
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Bill and Jean Fordyce
P.O. Box 326
3 Darling St.
Nantucket, MA 02554

November 7, 2021

Nantucket Planning Board
2 Fairgrounds Road
Nantucket, MA 02554
Dear Madam and Sirs:
Re: Application for a special permit for 27 and 29 Fair street
Scheduled for a public Hearing on November 15 at 4 PM
We reside year around in our home at 3 Darling Street. This is the home we were brought up in during
the 1930’s, 1940’s and 1950’s. Our rental cottage and garages face Hillers Lane directly across the
street from the rear building at 27 Fair Street. Our property directly abuts the south and west sides of
29 Fair Street. We are opposed to the Planning Board allowing any of the following at 27 and 29 Fair
Street: outdoor dining, huge windows and sliding doors on the west and south sides of the restaurant,
a bar, and less than four conforming parking spaces at 27 Fair Street. We also have major concerns
about the hours of operation, construction conditions, site work, and safety on Hillers Lane.

Outdoor Dining/Drinking Noise Concerns

The right hand second floor master bedroom of our rental cottage at 2 Hillers Lane is less than two feet
from the area at 29 Fair Street where outdoor dining is proposed. This bedroom is relatively quiet
being on the other side of the house from Hillers Lane. An outdoor trial run of a Tapas bar was illegally
tried in the summer of 2003. The general noise (loud conversation and general dining/drinking noise)
was unacceptable both in our cottage and at our house at 3 Darling Street. This issue of outdoor dining
was heard by the Board of Appeals on January 9, 2004 (Application No. 005-04). Quoting from that
decision to not grant relief “The board finds that the Premises is situated within one of the most
densely developed residential areas on the Island and any increase in the nonconforming commercial
nature of the use, given the proximity of the residences to the site would create a substantial detriment
to the neighborhood. The Board further finds that the use of the Premises has already been increased to
maximum capacity without causing a substantial negative impact on the neighborhood, and that any
further change in intensity of use would increase the negative impact upon noise, traffic congestion,
and peaceful enjoyment of the residences proximate the site, and the nature of use would change with
the creation of a bar area. “
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We rely on the rental income from the cottage to help defray the cost of operating our home at 3
Darling Street. We deem it unacceptable that we may lose rental income due to the noise outdoor
dining and drinking on a patio at 29 Fair Street would introduce. Please do not allow outdoor dining.

Proposed Restaurant Windows and Doors

The huge windows and sliding doors proposed for the south and west side of the restaurant are out of
historic character with the rest of the building. They are what might be seen in a glitzy commercial
setting. Opening of these windows and sliding doors would provide a similar unwelcome noise in the
neighborhood as dining on an outside patio provides. Smaller and fewer windows together with fixed
doors would mesh better with the historic context of the building. This together with conditions on the
opening of these windows and doors would help to keep the noise contained within the restaurant.
Please do what you can to keep the noise contained within the restaurant.

Proposed Inside Bar

As found by the Zoning Board in the January 9, 2004 29 Fair Street decision, the introduction of a bar
area even without an increase in the seating capacity of the facility will change the character of the
operation with significant impacts on the neighborhood. People consuming alcohol at a bar without
food creates a different atmosphere with the potential for unruliness, and loud conversation after
leaving the restaurant. Bars also have a higher turnover than restaurants which creates more traffic
and the potential for increased inebriated driving. Please do not allow a bar at 29 Fair Street.

Accessible Parking

The lack of sufficient parking is a serious problem in our neighborhood. We often find guests and
restaurant patrons from 27 and 29 Fair Street parking in front of our garages and in our parking space
on Darling Street. Four on-site parking spaces are required for 27 Fair Street. Prior to the construction
of the rear 2 story building and the Elizabethan garden at 27 Fair Street in 1981 the parking area
extended from just west of the carpenter shop to the western boundary of the lot. This was reduced in
depth and width when the garden and 2 story building was built in 1981. Now there is only room for
about 2 ½ cars. I have never seen 3 cars in that lot. The fourth parking spot is the unaccessible parking
spot shown in exhibit A of the agreement for judgement(Civil Action No. 62/81) to the Board of
Appeals decision June 30, 1981 (027-81). This parking spot as shown in Exhibit A is not practical and
would need to be quite wide in order to make the turn onto a very narrow Hillers Lane opposite the
front door of our cottage. Stuart Gaw in the 1994 Board of Appeals decision got permission to put a
fence across the Hillers Lane entrance to this spot to protect his children. The Board of Appeals in the
last paragraph of their decision states “although the board agrees to this off-street parking
arrangement, the relief granted herein shall not constitute a waiver of the requirement to provide 4
off-street parking spaces on the premises”. The currently provided parking where only two cars can
park at 27 Fair Street is unacceptable. All four required parking spaces at 27 Fair Street should meet
the Off-street parking requirements of the town of Nantucket.
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Hours of Operation

The hours of operation at the 29 Fair Street restaurant for all practical purposes ended at around 9:30
PM. This was followed by the ritual of throwing out the beer and wine bottles that could be heard a
couple of blocks away. We would like to see the 9:30 closing hours continued.

Construction Conditions

The applicant proposes to raise the rear cottage at 29 Fair Street 18 inches and put it on a new
foundation. Their cottage is only 18 inches from our cottage. The basement wall of our cottage on the
Hillers Lane side cracked in several places when the water and sewer pipes on Hillers Lane were
replaced a few years ago. We want to be sure that the applicant is responsible for repairing any
damage that ensues to our cottage from raising and renovating the applicants cottage.

Site Work

The gutter and downspout for the rear cottage at 29 Fair Street have been in disrepair for many years.
The result has been water in the basement of our cottage. Appeals to the former owner fell on deaf
ears. About ten years ago we had our carpenter remedy the situation and drain the water into our back
yard about ten feet from the cottage. This is unacceptable. We would expect the applicant to remedy
the current drainage problem on their own land and not to create any additional drainage problems
during site work.

Safety on Hillers Lane

Hillers Lane is very narrow, has a lot of traffic and no room for a sidewalk. It is dangerous to walk on.
We have two granite posts to protect our cottage from damage. These have been struck several times
over the years. Our tenants in the cottage never use the door on Hillers Lane. My ladder was struck by
a jeep while painting the second floor window trim of the cottage. I was able to grab the gutter and did
not get injured. The metal fixture that connects the two sections of the ladder was bent. The impact
blew a tire. He parked on Fair Street and came back and swore at me. I had to buy another ladder as
the two sections could not be put together after the incident. The applicant plans to have a check in
area on Hillers Lane where the current laundry is. This is dangerous as Hillers Lane is narrower there
than near my cottage. A gate that is planned for this location could be a problem when people step
out into the lane to cross between 27 and 29 Fair Street for breakfast or other meals. This location is a
poor place for a check in area as taxis stopping there will hold up traffic, and arriving pedestrians will
have to walk down Hillers Lane from Fair Street.
Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely yours,
Bill and Jean Fordyce
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Green
Megan Trudel
Wood box project
Sunday, November 7, 2021 9:27:55 PM

We who live in the neighborhood of the proposed project truly love our historic
neighborhood just the way it is .HISTORIC.. with one of the most historic buildings on the
island open for desecration with this proposed project by Blue Flag. This is a RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD WHERE IT IS INAPPROPRIATE TO HAVE A BAR…with open patios
with tables? Or cocktails that will no doubt have outdoor lighting and perhaps
eventually,music. This project will destroy the quality of life for those immediately around
this project and change the lovely quiet neighborhood that we all value. Please, when you
consider this project, think of how you would feel if it was in your immediate
neighborhood.We in the Historic neighborhood that we call home do not want the noise and
crowds that this project will bring. Please respect the emotional and sentimental value of “ old
Nantucket “ in our neighborhood and do not allow this project to go forward. This project
belongs in a commercial neighborhood, not a Historic residential neighborhood.If you allow
this project to go through then no neighborhood is safe from commercial use. How can you
tell people they cannot have a pool at their home in the Historic district because you want to
save the charm snd quiet of the neighborhood but you are considering a BAR and outdoor
cocktail space! .Please save the dignity, historic value and quality of life for those of us who
live and love this neighborhood.?Thank you for your consideration . Respectfully,
Susan Z Green
2 Farmer st
Nantucket Mass 02554
917.553.0959
Get Outlook for iOS
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Hunter Moss
Megan Trudel
air@readelaw.com
Fair Street Planning Board
Sunday, November 7, 2021 2:38:29 PM

Me. Trudeau,
My name is Hunter Moss; my mother owns a home at 7 Plumb Lane. I have been
coming to Nantucket since I was born and during my working years, in college,
worked there as well. I continue to visit year round whenever we can get there, I am
now 33. I spend significant time on the island between April and December every
year.
My career is in commercial real estate sales and development so I have a
professional understanding of what is being proposed here.
I am greatly troubled by the proposal to develop the four properties under
consideration as one resort smack in the middle of arguably one of the most
historical and quiet residential neighborhoods in the district. We can see clearly
from the development of the Faraway property on Centre Street, what is
contemplated here and it is entirely out of keeping with a quiet residential
neighborhood.
This is not a commercial district, the closest commercial property is the Ships Inn
which is an inn and a quiet dining establishment that closes as 10pm.
Often I walk home on Fair Street during dinner hours and it’s hard to even tell that
the Ships Inn is a restaurant because it is so quiet. But that is a totally different scale
to what is being proposed here.
The proposed development including a bar and restaurant would subject this
neighborhood and its tiny streets to vehicular and foot traffic that is exponentially
greater than what currently exists. During the summer months, most homes are
dark by 10pm because residents are already in bed.
The proposal for outdoor dining and a bar would cause irreparable harm to the
quality of life we all enjoy and we all counted on when we chose to live in
this neighborhood. The noise pollution that would come with this type of project
would be irreversible and forever destroy the integrity of the neighborhood.

I am the target audience for the bar with first-hand knowledge of what the bar
would sound like and what happens when patrons are going to and from the bar. I

know first hand what it means to have a bar 30 feet from my front door. Just stand
outside of Tree Bar in town for 10 minutes at 10pm and see if that is consistent with
a quiet residential neighborhood. It most certainly is not.
Our homes are not in the commercial district. We live where we do for the peace
and quiet of the neighborhood and this proposal is entirely inconsistent with that
way of life.
As someone who values historic properties, having both volunteered with the NHA
as an adult and churned butter at the oldest house as a child, I believe it would be an
absolute travesty to alter the Woodbox interior to accommodate the proposal for a
bar and restaurant, no less with outside dining. The Woodbox is a rare gem and we
should honor its history on this island and preserve it.
The island has changed and town is much louder but that’s a commercial area. To
allow an operation of this scale in this area would be devastating. I want to raise my
children on the island year round but will not live without the romance and quiet of
this area I grew up in. The spirit and souls of the neighborhood will not return if this
is passed anywhere near the proposal.
Sincerely yours
Hunter Moss
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Halsted
Megan Trudel
27 & 29 Fair St.
Monday, November 8, 2021 12:02:18 PM

Dear members of the planning board.
I am writing as a long time homeowner in the Woodbox neighborhood, and as a member of
the board of The Nantucket Preservation Trust.
I have several objections to Blue Flag's proposal to turn a historic, small B&B and restaurant
into a busy hotel with outdoor dining.
First: It would adversely affect the quality of life of the neighbors, by adding traffic, parking
and noise issues. Our neighborhood is quiet and peaceful. The use proposed for these
buildings may be appropriate for a commercial area, but should not be imposed on a
residential neighborhood.
Second: Hiller Lane is a very narrow street often used for access between Pleasant and Fair
St. Having patrons and their luggage clog it up with pick up and drop off would be a
nightmare.
Third: Nantucket has the important distinction of being A National Historic Landmark, This is
due largely to the number of existing historic buildings.
These buildings are a huge part of Nantucket's beauty and appeal. To allow historic buildings,
especially one as iconic as the Woodbox,to be altered so that it loses its character would be
losing something that can never be regained and would be eroding the very character of our
island.
I hope you keep the neighbors and neighborhood in mind when considering this proposal.
Barbara A' Halsted
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

James Helfrich
Megan Trudel
Letter regarding 27 and 29 Fair
Monday, November 8, 2021 5:47:43 PM
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To the Town of Nantucket,
As a neighbor on Fair Street (37) my wife and I think that the properties at 27 and 29 Fair
should not be expanded without FIRST addressing the serious negative impacts to the
neighborhood that the proposal causes.
By changing the use - adding to the Bar, adding to the restaurant and adding to the “Inn”, the
proposal puts added and unacceptable conditions such as traffic, noise and parking on the old
neighborhood. While we understand that the property is in need of improvements, the creation
of additional congestion, traffic and noise can and must first be addressed.
I would ask that parking, loading/unloading areas, noise and light first be provided or
addressed before any Zoning or permitting be granted. Why must a Residence be required to
provide off street parking and yet a major increase in useage by 27/29 not require additional
parking? We have a traffic and parking problem on Fair street now. Please see attached
photos of HIllers lane. The old - and much smaller Woodbox and 27 had at least 3 off street
parking stalls and should be required to provide more off street spaces - as well as an “Off
Street Loading”.
Fair Street is not Main Street. The old Woodbox never had customers gathering in the front
along Fair Street and did not create outdoor noise at night.
We ask that you help us to keep this beautiful neighborhood from turning into a bar scene.
Thanks
Jim Helfrich
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Aleks Istanbullu
Megan Trudel
27 & 29 Fair Street Hearing before the Planning Board (Nov. 15, 2021)
Sunday, November 7, 2021 6:02:03 PM

Dear Members of the Planning Board,
I am a full time Nantucket resident and live a few doors south of 27/29 Fair Street. I fear
approval of these projects will irrevocably alter the character of this community. The
following three aspects describe my concerns.
Spot Zoning, yes or no?:
Linking an existing Bed & Breakfast with a 45 seat restaurant constitutes “spot zoning” of the
B&B. Conversion of previously approved B&B into a commercial hotel operation is by
definition spot zoning. Even in dense urban cities (LA, NY, Chicago…), a bed & breakfast
permitted within a residential zone would not be allowed to morph into a hotel disguised as
“Guest House”.
This development resembles the Applicant’s Center & India Street hotel, restaurant, outdoor
seating, which is located (appropriately) at the center of our Downtown Commercial District.

This would be the beginning:
The proposed renovation of the Woodbox which includes bar and outdoor entertainment
venues and an underground commercial kitchen greatly intensifies the grandfathered use. If
this project (with the national bookings & advertising) is allowed at the crest of Fair Street, the
character of this neighborhood will be irrevocably changed from a quiet residential area into
noisy busy commercial-adjacent district. The downtown commercial uses will have effectively
moved uphill. Adjacent (and nearby) homes will be severely impacted by the intensity of such
a commercial operation and likely will, sooner rather than later, sell to the highest bidder.
These highest bidders will likely be expanding commercial uses.
To use a military analogy…take the hill and you will own the flanks.

A new traffic pattern will be introduced:
Those of us who live on Fair Street (plus the streets feeding onto it) understand the communal
need for through-traffic heading to Main Street and other downtown destinations. We
understand this local necessity and deal with the burdens imposed on our residential
neighborhood on a daily basis. However, locating a commercial “destination” at the crest of
Fair Street will create an entirely different traffic pattern and congestion. This delicate historic
residential neighborhood will simply not survive it.
Additionally, Hillers Lane will become the hotel’s porte cochere through which meals and
services will cross to provide for the guests at 27 Fair and vis-a-versa. Soon the hotel will need
to “own” Hillers Lane to save the Town the safety hazards created by the approval of this

commercial venture.
Thank you for your consideration of our community’s concerns.
Respectfully,
Aleks
Aleks Istanbullu Architects
www.ai-architects.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jamie Moss
Megan Trudel
air@readelaw.com
Letter re Woodbox development plans
Saturday, November 6, 2021 9:09:23 AM

To: Nantucket Planning Board
From Jamie Moss, owner and five-month resident of 7 Plumb Lane
RE: Development of 27 & 29 Fair Street/ The Woodbox
Date: Nov. 6, 2021
I am writing to express my concern about the proposed development of the properties at 27 & 29
Fair Street. I have been coming to Nantucket for 55 years and have lived across from the Woodbox
since 1985. I routinely spend 5 months a year in my home at 7 Plumb Lane. While this is not about
personal memories of my children eating popovers outside of the Woodbox kitchen when it was
owned by Dexter Tutein, in a very small way, that does speak to the special place this very historic
building has in the life of Nantucket. The Woodbox is easily one of the most historic and revered
buildings on the island and its history transcends even Nantucket, as one of the oldest Inn’s in the
country.
The scale and scope of what is proposed is completely inconsistent with a quiet residential
neighborhood in the historic district. I’m wondering if they have even thought through the practical
challenges of operating a significant commercial enterprise in this area. For example, I do not have a
driveway so I park my car on the street. It’s not unusual for me to drive around looking for parking
for 10 to 20 minutes in the summer months before I find a space and often I am parking down Pine
Street or down Orange Street, several blocks away from my home. I don’t see that their plans offer
any solution to where their guests will park their cars.
In addition, even when the 29 Fair St. restaurant was operational on and off over the past several
years, I could not sleep with my windows open due to the noise from patrons leaving the restaurant
and the staff taking their breaks during the evening and after closing. And that was a smaller
restaurant without a bar scene as proposed here. Just the foot traffic alone on Fair St, Plumb Lane
and Hilliers Lane will increase the street noise exponentially.
Trucks dropping off food, laundry and supplies, literally have no place to park other than on Fair St.,
where they would have to park illegally or double park or on Darling, where there is no street
parking. Where are these trucks going to sit while they unload?
But without question the biggest concern is the proposed bar which brings in a different element of
people than those seeking a quiet dining experience, akin to the current Ships Inn where diners with
reservations are seated and do not loiter around the building. A bar with the capacity being sought
for this project inevitably means that people will be coming and going from the bar when most
residents of this area are sleeping, or trying to sleep. There is a huge difference between serving
dinner with a wine and malt license and having a bar with bar seating and standing space and a full
liquor license. Will the bar seats count toward the 45 dining seats proposed in the application? A
question worth asking. Our neighborhood cannot sustain the type of bars we have in the commercial

district like Faraway, the Boarding House, Tree Bar and the Club Car. Ours is and seeks to remain a
quiet residential neighborhood on an historic island.
Please seriously consider the radical change and impact this will have on our lives, on our
neighborhood and what the absence of the old Woodbox will mean to the fabric of the history of our
treasured island.
Thank you for your consideration,
Jamie Moss

Jamie Moss
newsPRos
jamie@newspros.com
w. 201.493.1027
c. 201.788.0142
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Lisa Rose
Megan Trudel
air@readelaw.com
27 and 29 Fair Street Blue Flag Partners Proposals
Monday, November 8, 2021 3:26:56 PM

To The Planning Board,
My husband and I own a historic home on Fair Street (circa 1750). One of the reasons we purchased our home was
to help preserve such a treasure and to be a part of a residential historic neighborhood once known as The Fish Lots.
While we would support a thoughtful and historically minded restoration of the existing properties at 27 and 29 Fair
Street, we are opposed to the aggressive expansion proposals presented by Blue Flag Partners.
Regarding 29 Fair: outdoor dining and the accompanying alcohol consumption, along with increased interior bar
space, simply has no place on Fair Street. We do not aspire to have the latest “hot bar scene” on Nantucket in our
historic neighborhood. Imagine the Blue Flag’s Centre Street Faraway Hotel and Sister Ship restaurant/outdoor
lounge transported to Fair Street, complete with loud music and all the additional noise that comes with it (diners,
cabs, drunken behavior). Such spaces are not in keeping with the history of the property nor appropriate for a
residential neighborhood. Not only would the noise and additional traffic be horrific, but where on earth are diners
with their own cars going to park? As it is, we currently have to offer up our driveway parking to our own guests or
visiting contractors as we seek parking elsewhere.
The expansion plans for the guest house at 27 Fair Street include not only the demolition of the existing properties in
the rear facing Hillers Lane, but the construction of three separate units to accommodate additional lodgers. A
multiple unit lodging facility is a significant departure from the other inns on Fair Street (Ships Inn, The Barnacle)
and would be architecturally out of place.
Our Fair Street residential neighborhood, with its picturesque narrow and one way streets, is a frequent destination
for walkers with dogs and children in tow, who appreciate our historic homes, creative quarterboards, overflowing
flower boxes, beautiful gardens and plentiful bunnies. We would like to keep it that way.
Please deny these overreaching and inappropriate plans for both 27 and 29 Fair Street, neither of which have
“building with Nantucket in mind.”
Thank you,
Lisa Rose
22 Fair Street
________________________
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sharon Lefevre
Megan Trudel
Lefevre email/ corrected address/ please replace former email
Monday, November 8, 2021 11:28:51 AM

Dear Board members,
I am a Pine Street resident concerned to add my voice to the chorus of neighbors strongly opposed to Blue Flag's proposal for 27/29 Fair Street.
The proposal escalates the commercial use and scale of the current property in a manner that insults and violates the quiet tone of a tight knit neighborhood.
Others will enumerate the ways in which the increased traffic and noise will cause logistical havoc. I'm asking what is the upside for the Town itself? The magic of the
island is the quiet that surrounds the tight commercial center. Shop, dine out, attend a performance in the warm hub of wharfs and small public squares, and then
wander the quiet streets that surround it, where voices are lowered and footsteps echo. That is why people come to this island to visit and why many stay to purchase
one of those sweet houses on its quiet streets.
Sincerely,
Sherry Lefevre
30 Pine Street
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Merriman, Rich
Megan Trudel
Woodbox
Monday, November 8, 2021 9:16:33 AM

Dear Ms. Wegner,
It is my understanding you are Chair of the Planning Board and that you will be considering
expanded use of the Woodbox and possibly approve turning this Nantucket icon into a 19-room
boutique hotel. If I am correct, the meeting is coming up on November 15th.
And I understand the plan is to completely gut the 1709 interior of the Woodbox. If anything typifies
Nantucket it is the Woodbox and I have stayed there for 60 years of my life during summer months.
I hope you and the Board will consider the historical significance of the Woodbox and not let the
equity owners move forward with this shameful plan.
Sincerely,
Rich Merriman
Sent from Mail for Windows
This message may contain information that is legally privileged or confidential. If you received this
transmission in error, please notify the sender by reply email, and delete the message and any attachments.
This transmission is believed to be defect free; however, no responsibility is accepted by the sender for
damage arising from its receipt.
All email and instant messages (including attachments) sent to or from Franklin Templeton Investments
(FTI) personnel may be retained, monitored and/or reviewed by FTI and its agents, or other authorized
parties as disclosed in Franklin Templeton’s Privacy Notice, without further notice or consent. Refer to our
country/region specific Privacy & Cookies Notice, which you can read here
http://www.franklintempletonglobal.com/privacy to learn more. Depending on your location, other privacy
laws and regulations may also apply to you.
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Al Messina
Megan Trudel
Arthur Reade
27 and 29 Fair st
Monday, November 8, 2021 2:47:28 PM

To the Members of the Nantucket Planning Board:
I live at 10 Martins Lane between Orange and Fair Streets. I chose to buy a house in the Fish
Lots because of the charm, peacefulness and authenticity of the neighborhood. It is special
because in this quiet neighborhood I can hear from my home the bells of the Congregational
church, I can find beauty in the stained glass windows of Saint Paul’s, I can appreciate
Nantucket’s history and diversity because of the array of houses and architectural designs
from Captains’ houses to tradesmen’s houses to the African Meeting House on the
neighborhood’s edge. The proposed changes to the old Woodbox restaurant at 29 Fair St and
the former Summer House at 27 Fair Street will change the character and beauty of this
neighborhood immeasurably.
The proposed addition to the building at the rear of 27 Fair facing the very narrow Hillers
Lane will create a canyon to drive through. There are no sidewalks on that lane and any car
driving through must go slowly as Hillers narrows to 8 feet 10 inches (from shingle to
opposing curb) as it approaches Fair Street. Arriving guests would not be able to comfortably
stop and get out of their vehicles and remove their luggage, nor would it allow for the freer
flow of other traffic on the lane. Importantly, this narrow lane will not allow for guests
residing in that rear building to reach the restaurant entrance without going through the main
house at 27 Fair resulting in the temptation to cross at the narrowest part of Hillers Lane where
there is no sidewalk. That would be extremely dangerous as Hillers is a very busy street.
Furthermore, trucks delivering food and laundry to the restaurant and guest house could not
unload on Hillers Lane resulting in their blocking traffic on Fair Street. Fair Street is quite
narrow until it reaches Darling and then only widens modestly. When a truck is parked in front
of 29 Fair it is extremely difficult to make a right-hand turn from Plumb Lane onto Fair St.
Most important, perhaps, is that the addition of outdoor dining at the old Woodbox will bring
afternoon and evening noise to a neighborhood that currently has neither. The proposed bar at
the old Woodbox will encourage late evening drinking and the resulting noise and flow of
patrons into the streets of an otherwise quiet residential neighborhood. I, and I suspect, most of
my neighbors would prefer that the legendary Woodbox be revived much as it was. The Ship’s
Inn, just three short blocks away from the Woodbox, has been a great commercial neighbor
and should be the model for any proposed business located at 27 and 29 Fair Street.
Respectively,
Al Messina
Sent from my iPad
Al Messina
Managing Director
Silvercrest Asset Management Group LLC

1330 Avenue of the Americas 38th Floor
New York, NY 10019
(212) 649-0607
Fax: (212) 649-0606
amessina@silvercrestgroup.com

Confidentiality Note: This message and all attachments may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information for the firm Silvercrest Asset Management Group LLC, and is intended only for the use of the
addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclosure, copying,
distribution or taking of any action in reliance to the contents is strictly prohibited. If you have received this
message in error, please notify this firm immediately by telephone (212-649-0600) or by electronic mail
(info@silvercrestgroup.com), and delete this message and all copies and backups thereof.
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Richard Nopper
Megan Trudel
27/29 Fair St Application
Sunday, November 7, 2021 10:05:46 AM

Dear Members of the Planning Board,
I am writing you today to express my concern for the far ranging impacts this proposal could
potential have for both the immediate neighborhood and Nantucket.
The fact that this is a 300 year old property, deep in an entirely residential, and historic district
neighborhood, brings certain obligations to the owners which they should have been aware of
going in.
While a property owner has rights, I believe, they also have self evident responsibilities. If
they are allowed to tear down buildings to reconfigure the build out on their land they will
create a caricature of what once was; not a restoration of a 300 year old piece of history but a
rebuild.
We have only to look at the Faraway property in town to see what the vision is. Music,
significant light pollution in a neighbor lite only by porch lights, late night (for a
neighborhood) noise from 40-50 people, along with the equally obvious parking and
potentially dangerous emergency vehicle access.
The buyers should have been aware of the unique nature and subsequent responsibilities that
go along a property that is truly “one of a kind”. In my opinion, it should not be our collective
responsibility to make the economics work for their project.
Thank you for considering my deep concerns.
Best Regards...Rick Nopper
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Joanne Polster
Megan Trudel
Comment on Public notice for 27 - 29 Fair Street
Monday, November 8, 2021 4:01:44 PM

I urge you to reject the proposal submitted for the expansion and, in particular, construction
of an outside patio planned for 27 -29 Fair Street..
This is a historic building, second after the Jethro Coffin House, with much of its original
interior. Restoration of the building inside and out should conform as much as possible to it’s
original form and resist the invasion of modern contrivances.
I think Mary Bergman’s letter to the editor in the current I & M should be written into the
record of this public hearing.
The enlargement of of the building with additional rooms means increased density to the area
bringing with it noise, disruption, parking problems,and questionable behavior to what is a
quiet residential area.
There seems to be an insidious, potentially dangerous, underground movement of the
“hospitality industry” to insert itself into what should be residential areas (to their
destruction). This is a further manifestation of a creeping zoning problem.
Joanne Polster
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Rachael Moliver
Megan Trudel
air@readelaw.com
Letter re 29-27 Fair Street
Saturday, November 6, 2021 7:24:55 PM
I&M Letterbag MARY BERGMAN Executive Director, Nantucket Preservation Trust.docx

To the Planning Board of Nantucket,
I often frequent the area of the Woodbox as my husband’s family owns a home
there. The hotel resort style complex that is being proposed by Blue Flag has no
place in a residential area and a quiet neighborhood. The size of the buildings being
proposed are out of character with the historic charm that brings people to
Nantucket. If someone wants to frequent a resort style hotel, they can go to the
Hamptons, but that is not why people come to Nantucket. They come to Nantucket
for the charm and the history of this unique island.
Altering an historic building like the Woodbox to add one more restaurant and bar
in Nantucket should not even be considered. If we continue to ignore the history of
this island and disrespect the buildings that bring us that history, Nantucket will
cease to be the special place that it is.
The traffic and noise that would come along with a hotel, restaurant, bar complex of
this size cannot be accommodated in this quiet residential neighborhood. I
recently read a letter to the editor of the I&M by Mary Bergman, Executive Editor
of Nantucket Preservation Trust. It is attached here; I urge you all to read it and
respect the history that makes Nantucket unique.
Sincerely yours,
Rachael A Moliver
-------------------------------Rachael A. Moliver, PharmD, RPh, BCPS
LCDR, U.S. Public Health Service
rachael.moliver@gmail.com
C: (305) 904.2779
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Letterbag
To the Editor: Many on the island have watched for years as the fate of
the former Woodbox Inn at 29-31 Fair St. hangs in the balance. This
building is one of the oldest surviving structures on the island, and a
significant example of adaptive reuse of a historic building. As new plans
for the site are considered by various town boards, Nantucket
Preservation Trust urges consideration for its history.
The original house was built in 1709, just 23 years after the Jethro Coffin
House on Sunset Hill Lane. Sometime after, an adjoining house was built
to the south, creating a double house. The house was then further
expanded, with the roof raised to its present height. At various times
throughout its history, this building has been a dwelling house, a
restaurant and inn, and, most recently, a restaurant. You can see a
physical record of these iterations in the building’s rambling exterior.
The ways in which buildings like 29 Fair were adapted at the turn of the
20th century to suit the emerging tourism economy are an important part
of Nantucket’s heritage.
While this building has been added to many times over the years, little
had been subtracted. Particularly, parts of its historic interior remain,
which should be preserved. The charm of a place like the Woodbox lies
in its more than 300-year history. It is rare that the public can step this
far back in time while enjoying a meal.
Nantucket’s success as a vacation destination is intrinsically linked to our
historic structures and history. Everett U. Crosby gave a foundational
address to the Rotary Club in 1951, calling for the need to preserve
Nantucket’s remaining historic buildings. “This oldness is our own,
created by Nantucket generations ago. It is real – not the fanciful ideas
of visiting artists, antiquarians, self-constituted managers or reformers,”
he said.
A real place like Nantucket grows and changes. As this occurs, we must
find a way to honor the very history and historic structures that have
made us a National Historic Landmark and a beloved international
destination. MARY BERGMAN Executive Director, Nantucket Preservation
Trust

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Roche
Megan Trudel
Woodbox Proposal
Monday, November 8, 2021 12:58:41 PM

To Whom It May Concern,
I am the owner of 20 1/2 Fair Street and I have serious concerns about the proposed remodel and
development of the Woodbox. To begin, there isn't adequate parking. Already, the residents of Fair Street
are dealing with too many cars and trucks, resulting in traffic jams and illegal parking. The thought of a
bar in a residential neighborhood is also disturbing. Fair Street has become increasingly noisy with late
night revellers and this proposed development of the Woodbox will further contribute to this nuisance.
Finally, the Woodbox is an important historic structure and I fear that it will be another casualty of the
rampant development of Island properties which prioritises the short-term interests (and greed) of
developers and not the long term care and preservation of Nantucket.
Thank you for your consideration. Best,
David M. Roche
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Doug Rose
Megan Trudel
air@readelaw.com
29 and 27 Fair Street
Monday, November 8, 2021 3:55:20 PM

Dear Planning Board,
I'm a seasonal resident just up the block from 29 Fair, who enjoyed dining at The Woodbox
back in the day. I know that our neighborhood would welcome a responsible owner who is
willing/able to invest in the careful restoration of 29 & 27 Fair, both of which are now in sad
shape. But judging from the plans that have been presented to HDC, and even moreso those
plans which are soon to be discussed with you, there is reason for deep concern.
The new owners’ business vision, which emphasizes outdoor dining and a large new bar area,
suggests that the new owner (Blue Flag Partners) may have visions of this space becoming
another hip and happening club scene -- like they one they built on Centre Street (see
"Faraway" and "Sistership").
29 Fair Street is more than just another address in the old historic district. The Woodbox has
been a destination on countless ghost walks, an iconic image on vacation postcards, and a
place filled with the memories of generations of Nantucket visitors and residents. The new
owner needs to demonstrate to the island community that they understand the weight of that
history, and prove that they respect it with plans that are appropriate for the space, and for the
quiet historic neighborhood in which it sits.
Thank you for your service to the community.
Sincerely,
Doug Rose
22 Fair Street
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Holly Backus
Ted Merriman; Megan Trudel
Rich Merriman; hrayport@mac.com; Kadeem McCarthy
RE: comments on plans Woodbox property (29 Fair st)
Monday, November 8, 2021 3:25:37 PM
image001.png

Hi Ted,
Thank you for your comments.
I will provide to the HDC for their consideration on the HDC concerns.
Take care,
Holly E. Backus
Preservation Planner**
Local CLG Coordinator
Local Hazard Mitigation Plan Coordinator
Town of Nantucket
hbackus@nantucket-ma.gov
HDC Advisory Board meetings can be accessed here:
SCONSET ADVISORY (SAB)
HISTORIC STRUCTURES (HSAB)

**Staff liaison to the Nantucket Historic District Commission (HDC) & Nantucket Historical Commission (NHC)**

From: Ted Merriman <tedmerriman@hotmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 8, 2021 9:33 AM
To: Megan Trudel <mtrudel@nantucket-ma.gov>
Cc: Holly Backus <hbackus@nantucket-ma.gov>; Rich Merriman
<rich.merriman@fiduciarytrust.com>; hrayport@mac.com
Subject: comments on plans Woodbox property (29 Fair st)

Attn planning board members:
It has come to my attention that Blue Flag partners has intentions to conduct major
renovations on the historic Woodbox Inn property, including a gutting of the historic 312 year
old interior.
To say I find their intentions to be reprehensible would be an understatement. I've been a
summer resident of the island for 32 years, and for several years before that we lodged at the
Woodbox, having dined there nearly every time we came to the island. My father, Rich
Merriman, also stayed and dined there with his family starting almost 70 years ago, and

continued to do so after they purchased a home in town. My grandmother said many times
that the Woodbox was the essence of Nantucket and I consider the structure to be an integral
part of Nantucket's history and heritage.
Gutting the Woodbox would be an attack on the island's very soul, and I implore you to deny
any permit applications for them to commit such a disgraceful act.
  To add insult to injury, I have word they want to increase the building's lodging capacity. This
will add more congestion to the downtown area which is already at an unacceptable level.
There is already a scarcity of parking spaces on Fair Street, and further inhibit residents (some
of whom are elderly) from parking close to their homes. We have longtime family friends
who live on Fair Street and as they are a multi-car family, it's become troublesome for them
too.
--I also think the town and HDC should start a program to designate some of the island's historic
buildings as landmarks, similar to the way many cities around the world have "listed buildings"
which will prohibit any alterations. New York City has a Landmark Preservation Commission
which has successfully stopped similar acts of wanton destruction to many of their historic
buildings. It's creation was too late to save the Historic Penn Station, but that act was the
catalyst which led to the Comission being created. They later saved Grand Central Terminal
from a similar fate.

Sincerely, Ted Merriman

Please save a tree and not print this e-mail
unless absolutely necessary
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Tanner Moss
Megan Trudel
air@readelaw.com
Development of 27 & 29 Fair Street/The Woodbox
Monday, November 8, 2021 11:38:00 AM

To the Nantucket Planning Board,
My name is Tanner Moss, I have grown up regularly visiting what was first my
grandmother’s home and now is my mother’s home on 7 Plumb Lane. I treasure my
visits to the island and remember fondly eating breakfast popovers with Dexter
Tutein, the prior owner of the Woodbox, outside the kitchen sitting on the back
steps.
Buildings with history like the Woodbox are rare. The Woodbox is not only part of
my life and my history, but is intricately tied to the history of Nantucket. It would
be nothing short of criminal to see the Inn changed in the way that is contemplated
by this proposal. The proposal indicates they will demolish and rebuild. What does
that mean, are they tearing down part of the Woodbox, all of the Woodbox, are they
going to “try” to restore it, but in the process impact the structure so severely that it
will have to be torn down and totally rebuilt? If the use that is contemplated was not
so grand, the construction would not have to be of such a large scale. A
dramatically scaled back project that preserves the integrity of this historic building
is the only thing that should even be considered to restore this important historic
site.
The proposed bar is totally unacceptable and should not even be considered in a
quiet residential neighborhood. From any aspect that you consider - size,
construction, use, numbers of guests and diners, the bar - this project does not fit
into any historic residential neighborhood.
I urge you to consider the impact on this neighborhood and its residents and deny
the proposal to create what is effectively a large upscale resort. It’s simply
inappropriate for this area of Nantucket.
Thanks,
Tanner Moss
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November 7, 2021
To the planning board:
Thank you for your careful consideration of the proposed changes to the properties at 27, 29 and 31 Fair Street. As
a resident on Darling Street, the plan for modernizing and commercializing the neighborhood is disturbing. As you
know, this historic area retains its character with narrow and one-way streets. The Quaker meeting house and the
Episcopal church lend their dignity to the Ships Inn and Barnacle Inn, respectively. This neighborhood, including
year-round and summer residents, carefully and intentionally maintain the guidelines set by the Historic
Preservation Commission.
The proposed adaptation of the property to include outdoor dining/bar services, and serving to 1am., is
particularly disturbing. One wonders if the absurdity of this suggestion disguises the true intentions of the new
owners. They exhibit blatant disregard for the character of the neighborhood, and show no respect for the original
qualities of the Woodbox. Their real intent is to capitalize on the “historic” quality of the neighborhood and
maximize their commercial interests. If the commercialization of this project succeeds, the door is opened for
other commercialization to follow within historic residential neighborhoods.
Thank you for your attention and concern. Sincerely, Jean and Richard Witmer
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Dear Board members,
I am a Pine Street resident concerned to add my voice to the chorus of neighbors strongly opposed to Blue Flag's
proposal for 49/47 Fair Street.
The proposal escalates the commercial use and scale of the current property in a manner that insults and violates the
quiet tone of a tight knit neighborhood.
Others will enumerate the ways in which the increased traffic and noise will cause logistical havoc. I'm asking what
is the upside for the Town itself? The magic of the island is the quiet that surrounds the tight commercial center.
Shop, dine out, attend a performance in the warm hub of wharfs and small public squares, and then wander the quiet
streets that surround it, where voices are lowered and footsteps echo. That is why people come to this island to visit
and why many stay to purchase one of those sweet houses on its quiet streets.
Sincerely,
Sherry Lefevre
30 Pine Street
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